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OR.

Flint's Strugg·le With

Hi~self.

'

By BURT L. STANDISH.

CHAPTER I.
A FRIEND IN NEED.

Dave Flin: ooked surprised and pleased when Dick
walked into h1.; room, and he hastened to offer a chair.
Dick · sat down, noting that the room looked very
bare.
"You're alone?" he said.
"Yes," answered the boy with the scarred cheek, as
if afraid of sqrnething.
·
"You did have some roommates?"
"They put four of us in here to start with," said
Dave. "You see there are two beds, one in each alcove."
· "I know," nodded Dick. "They often do that with
the entering class when they are crowded for room.
vVhat has become of the fellows who were with you?"
"Two of them were remo· ~d after a while. That
left only Preston and myself. Now Preston has
gone."
"And you are left here alone?"
1

"Yes."
"How is that? It seems rather unusual."
Flint's face was red.
'.'Preston was bound to get away," he said. "He in. sisted on it. I und.rstand that he appealed to his parents. He told me he wouldn't stay here with me."
Dick saw Flint was irritated and ashamed.
"vVhat \Vas the matter with Preston?" he asked.
"He's one of Chester Arlington's friends, you
know."
"Oh! was that it?"
"That was one thing; that was what started it."
"vVell, I don't know that you should care to have
much of anything to do with Arlington's set."
"But that was not all," said Dave. "I don't know
how Preston found out, but he learned some things
that made him set on getting away."
The scar-faced lad was gazing at the floor. He
did not look at his visitor, yet Dick knew Flint co1il<l
look any one squarely in the eyes.
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''This is a tender subject," thought Dick. "Perhaps
·
I have been too inquisitive."
, Aloud he observed :
"Well, it is regarded as a privilege by the members
of the first class to room alone. You seem to be a
_,,
privileged member of the fourth class."
touched
words
those
that
evident
was
it
Somehow
Dave, although he made no move, but continued to
gaze at the floor.
"I don't f.;incy the privilege," he said; he had a rather
harsh voice that seemed to correspond with his general appearance, which was not prepossessing.
"You will have no one to bother you."
"I'd rather be bothered!" cried Dave, and Merriwell knew the heart of this boy was calling for companionship, for friendliness.
"Some other fellow may wish to room with you."
Flint shook his head.
"Not likely," he said. "No one will care to when
chey find out, and every one in this school \vill know
•
soon."
"Eh? Will know?"
"Yes."
"What?-"
"What Preston found out somehow, that I .am 'the
son of a man who died in prison-that my father was
a jailbird!"
Flint lifted ·his eyes now'i and his manner was defiant and rebellious. What right had fate to cast its
black shadow on him in such a manner!
"So that was the trouble?" said Dick, gently.
"Yes, that was it. None of the fellows liked me. I
suppose. I can~t blame thei;n. I'm r:iot a handsome fellow, I'm not brill_iant, 1 am not attractive in any. way.
I know that.' They took . a dislike to me. And they
thought me a coward because I would not fight: That
ma.de therri despise the. ~ ot one of them cared to be
s~en with me·outside of_this ;6ori~,' and they had as little as poss_i.ble to do w!ifi-'m e here: ·-. Pieskm was fotious whei1 he 'vas left alone \vi th ri1e here. He wrote
a letter to his father, and I understand that Professor
Gunn received a cotnmunicatfon from Mr. Preston.
The~ Pteston w·as gi \·en lief to moye into another
room, and he moved in a hurry .. ,
''You have not lost anythirig, Davt;,'; said Dick, in
a~empted consolation. · "P~eston is a colorless feliow
who hangs around Arlington and does not seem ~o have
much mind or character of his own. He is not suth

·a

chap as you would naturally cho?se as a friend. You
are his superior in every 'i~ray."
Something like a look of gratitude swept over Dave's
plain features.
"Thank you,'' he said; "but al mo t any kind of a
friend is better than none."
"I can"t agree with you. Some fellO\n are better as
enemies than as friemls ."
"It is .all right for you to say that-you who can
make friends at 'vill. You can choose your friends.
With me it is different."
"Did you fancy Preston?"
"No; but I hate to have f1im think me not fit to wipe
his feet 011. That hurts."
"Look here, Dave, just you keep a stiff upper lip.
Things will come out all right in the end, be sure of
that. I've found out that things generally come right.
They may move slowly and it may seem that they are
not moving at·all; but the time comes when they adjust
themselves. Only don't get impatient."
"·I like the way you talk!" exclaimed Dave. "You
give me courage-you help me."
"If I can help you in any way, you may depend on
me. I am your friend."
"And I'm proud of that! But your friends do not
like me."
"\iVhat makes you think so?"
"I know it. Brad Buckhart despises me, and--"
"He's changed his opinion about you somewhat of
late."
"That's since I forgot myself and choked Arlington.
I didn't know what I was doing then! And I broke
n1y promise to my mother, who is dead! I promised
her l' d never 1.i ft my hand in anger against any person. I didn~t ·mean to break my promise."
''If she knew-and she inay know-she could not
blame you, Flint. Be sure of that."
''Do you think so?"
''Yes. She wouM ·not expect you to stand by a.nd
see your crippled brother hurt without lifting your
hand in defense of him.''
"But I forgot myself-I became a perfect.madn'lan.
That-was the trouble. I wanted to kill Arlington. I
might ]Jave choked him to death if you had not stopped
·me. · Mother knew what a terrible temper .I have, and
that was why she made me promise. I suppost'l $he
feared that some day I would do something in a fit of
'
passion that would land. me in p_rison. "
Dick Merriwell ki1ew well enough that Dave Flint

.
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had a temper that was dangerous in the extreme, for
he had seen the fellow's rage flare forth.
"There are other ways of proving you are not a
coward besides fighting," said Dick. "I urged you to
fight Chester Arlington, but that was before I knew
your story and understood your position. A fellovv can
be brave and never lift his hand against a human being;
but it takes a long time for others to recognize that he
is the possessor of suc.h a quality as courage. ·with
you it is a brave thing to go on as you do suffering
taunts and insults without retaliating. I know that
now, for I know that you often thirst to attack your
enemies. But you are struggling with yourself, and
I believe the vic~o ry will make you thoroughly master
of yourself in every way. From my brother I have
learned that any fellow who masters others must first
conquer himself. He must have his own nature an<l ·
disposition well in hand. I have had my o'vn battle,
Flint, aithough I realize that mine was not nearly as
hard as the one you are now fighting. I was passionate, ,.,.·ayward, willful and selfish, and it was not a simple thi.ng for me to check and subdue those inclinations. Still as I P1'gressed; as I gained a firmer hold
on myself, I found that I was obtaining more apd more
influence and power over others. You know every fellow influences others. Some may not think so; they
may think that what they do harms no one but themselves. But the example of every person in this
world influences some other person somehow.
"Buckhart does not think so badly of you, Flint.
His eyes were opened when you jumped on Chester
Arlington. It took just that to open them. He's not
a fel:ow who spends much time in reasoning; he goes
by outward appearance and by imp1 essions."
. "But you have other friends, Smart, Singleton and
the rest. Not one of them cares to recognize me as a
friend."
"You're a plebe, Dave; they are yearlings. Plebes
and yearlings do not mingle freely."
"How about Obediah Tubbs? He's a plebe, yet he
is called one of your set."
"He did not enter the school in the regular manner
;ind at the same time as the rest of your class. He
was taken in by special arrangement in the middle of
a tenn."
"\Veil, there is Earl Gardner."
"Gardner played on the football team, and he is
liked pretty well generally; but in every class encoun1
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ter he is ranged with his own class ag-ainst the yearlings."
"I suppose that's right."
"Sure it's right. And you cannot expect to break
down' the barriers of prejudice in a day or a week.
\i\T ait; your time will come. I'll do everything I can
to help you. I am here now to give you a lift."

CHAPTER II.
FLINT ACCEPTS.

Flint brightened up at these words. Merriwell
brought him hope.
"What is it?" he asked.
"I saw you skating yesterday."
"Yes."
"You skate well."
"Do you think so?"
"Yes. Have you ever played ice hockey?"
"I should say so!"
"Know the game pretty well?"
"I think I do."
"There is to be a game to-morrow. Chester Arlington has challenged the regular team. He has organized a team."
"I know it," said Dave. "I wanted to play with
them, but nobody asked me."
"Never mind; if you are confident of yourself, you
shall have a chance to play against them."
To Dick's surprise, Flint seemed to hesitate as if in
doubt.
"I
"What's the matter?'' Merriwell asked.
thought--"
"I know! I know!" interrupted Dave. "It is kind
of you to come and offer me a chance to play."
"Then why do you look so gloomy?"
" I have heard the boys talking. It is going to be
our class againMt your team. There is great enthusi~
asm and spirit. All the fourth class will be arrayed
against the regulars. If I play with you, I'll be
thought a traitor."
Now this vexed Dick somewhat, for he had fancied
Flint would jump at the chance. More than that, he
had asked Dave to play, although he knew it would displease not a few of the regular players and might
arouse some feeling.
"Of course," he said, "if you don't want to
play--"
"But I do!" cried Flint. "I've had no chance to take
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part in any of the sports here. If I can get my W?rk
clone, if I can get off, I want to play."
"Well, then--"
"I'll play with you!" exclaimed the boy with the
scar. "I don't care what any one says! I don't care
what they .think! They did not ask me, so 'Yhy
shouldn't I play with you?"
"That's it!"
"But ·wait-am I crowding any one off the team?
1 your team was ma de up'~"
I t houg1t
''So it is."
"Then--"
"Hal Darrel has refused to play."
"But your substitutes?"
"Singleton says he'll not play against the plebes.
He is tired of Arlington and his challenges."
"Then you have-just who is on the regular team?"
"Besides myself. there are Smart, Bradley, Jolliby,
Scudder and Tubbs."
"Tubbs? Why, he--"
"He is a regular, so you see you will not be the only
plebe with us."
"There is Buckhart; he's not on the team."
"Because he does not skate. He tackled skates once,
and that was enough for him. Says he prefers busting a wild broncho. You will just fill "out the team.
I shall try to have one or two fellows for substitutes,
in case anything happens."
"All right," said Flint. "It may make me more
unpopular than ever with my class, but I'll play. You
may depend on me .. ,
"Then that is settled," said Dick, rising. "It will
do you no harm. If you put up a good game, it may
do you any amount of good. If possible, get out for
practice a little while after four o'clock this afternoon."
"I'll be there if I can get off," was Dave's promise.
Dick paused at the door.
'"What do you hear from Little Bill?" he asked.
Little Bill was Dave's deformed brother, who was
being treated for a crooked spine.
"The doctor says he'll be able' to cure him, but that
it may take some time. Ifs a pretty bad case. If
Billy ever is straight like other boys, he'll have to thank
you for what you did. "'
Dick had loaned Flint fifty dollars to help pay for
the treatment of the deformed boy.
''If he is ever straight like other boys I shall feel
that I ha,'e been ''"ell paid," declared Dick.

1

"But you shaJJ have every dollar!" earnestly exclaimed Dave. "I am saving every cent I can."
"Don't let that worry you, Dave. So long."
Dick departed, and Flint listened until his sharp,
regular step died out tn the corridor. There was something in the sound of that step that indicated the character of the lad, determined, forceful, energetic, commanding.
That afternoon the boys gathered at Lake Lily for
practice. The plebes were there in advance, and they
had the favorite location in a cove that served as a
natural rink.
"Let them stay there," said ' Dick. "\\'e"ll do our
practicing somewhere else."
Another location was selected.
"\Vhere's your seventh man, captain?'' asked Uric
Scudder. "There are but six of us here ready to
play." •
"I think he'll be along all right," said Dick. "We
can take in anybody else until he comes."
"Who is it?"
"Wait and see."
· There were plenty of others, o two teams were
formed, and practice began.
Shortly after practice began DaYe Flint came down
to the shore with a pair of skates, which he clamped
onto his feet. Then he skated out toward the place
where the regular team was practicing.
"Here comes that red-headed plebe "·ho nearly finished Chet Arlington," said somebody.
Dick stopped the prac.,tice as Dave came up.
"Get your stick, Flint, and get right in here," he directed. "Penrose:; has your position."
Then there was amazement. The boys stared at
Dick and at Flint.
"Dern my picter !", muttered Obediah Tubbs, the fat
boy. "Is that the feller?''
"\V ell, 1'11- be j i-j i-ji-jiggered !"' chattered Chip Jolliby, his Adam·s apple bobbing wildly.
"I just admire Dave Flint!"' obsen·ed Ted Smart.
"I think he's a real peach!"
" 'Ow can I\Ierriwell think hof taking such a blooming chap hon to the team!" muttered Billy Bradley.
Scudder said nothing, but he "looked" a great deal.
Indeed, the looks of the different players and of the
picked-up team showed that all were amazed to think
Dick should select such a fellow as Flint.
DaYe saw all this, and his face turned the color of
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his hair. He felt it keenly, although he tried to pretend that he had not observed anything.
It is certain that Dick hiniself missed nothing, but
he did not seem to see or hear. Flint · ''"as ranged
with the forn·ards, and the practice game \\°aS resumed.

CHAPTER III.
A \\"ARNING.

Flint could not remain as long as the other boys.
who clung to the ice after it began to grow dark. He
had work to do. He must be on hand to '"ait on table
at mess. So he stripped off his skates and started back
'
for the academy.
He had not proceeded far when he heard a step on
the snow behind him and Hector Marsh came up,
breathing heaYily and show41g his prominent. protruding teeth ..
"Hello!" said :M arsh ; but it \\'as not a pleasant greeting. "\\'hat have you been doing?"
There was insolence in the question as asked, and
Flint felt his blood start a bit, but he quickly gathered
himself and answered in a quiet manner:
"I ha Ye been practicing."
"Practicing?"
"Yes."
"For what?"
"Ice hockey."
"I heard so, but I didn't belieYe it. You hm·e been
practicing "·ith Merri\\·ell's team?"
l
"That's right."
on his team?"
play
to
"But you are not going
"\Vhy not?"
"\iVhy not! ~T hy, you're a fourth class man! Your
class plays against Merriwell:s team .,to-morrow. "
"I have not b_e en asked to play on my class team."
"That makes no difference."
''Why not?"
"Because you will be a traitor if you play with those
fellows. You'll ha ,.e eyery one of your c~ass down
on you."
"They tan 't be much more down on me than they
are now," said Dave, bitterly. "It will make no difference."
"Well, don't you think it! It will make a big difference." ·
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"I fail to see how."
"If you turn traitor you'll get soaked, and you'll get
soaked good and hard, too. Mark what I tell you!"
"How about Tubbs? He's on Dick Merriwell's
team .. ,
"That's different."
"I don't understand in what ,;i,vay."
"Oh, in Jots of ways. He didn't enter school with
the rest of us, and he's always been friendly with Merriwel_l's crowd. ~r e've got to clown that gang to-morrow. and we're going to do it. \Ve can play hockey
just as well as they can, a1id I think a little better. I {
you played ·with them, you'd be beaten. But that isn·t
it. All of our class will turn out to cheer the team.
1\rlington has arranged that. And there'll be some
soreness i'f they find a traitor playing with the regulars."
'·I don't like that word 'traitor,' Marsh."
·•If you don't like it, you can lump it! It's just
what you will be if you play with Merriwell !"
"I fail to see it in that. light. I am not wanted on ·
my cla~s team: I'm not even wanted in my class. I
haYe no friends among those who should be friendly.
1 am an outcast. Being an outcast, being rejected
thus, I can't turn traitor. That ought to be plain
enough to you or anybody else."
"\Vell , it isn't, and I've been instructed to notify you
to keep out of the game to-morrow, unless you are
anxious to get yom head broken."
''-:\Iy head?"
;,Yes."
"That's a threat!"
"\Vell ?"
Flint's face grew hard.
"I shall pay no attention to it," ht: said.
;'Oh, won't you? Well, you ·11 be~ sorry! You'll
see! You'll probably get the worst hamD!ering you
ewr had! All the fellows will soak you!"
?vfarsh seemed to feel that he could frighten Flint.
lt did not yet seem possible to him that Dave was not
a most abject cowar<l. He remembered how Arlington had jeered at Flint and inst1lted him in various
ways without provoking resentment. True, the boy
with the scar had jumped on Chester when the latter
hurt Little Bill; but that must have come from a moment of rage in ·which he had not paused to reason or
.
.
'
think ~f fear.
They had passed from ,~ iew of the lake and were

6
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approachi~g the academy, the buildings of which could

CHAPTER IV.

be seen through the bare trees, although darkness was
beginning to gather. In the windows of the barracks
a few lights were gleaming.
"You want to be careful," Marsh went on. "If
you get your whole class against you, you will find it
too hot for you her@. You'll be driven out of the
school just as sure as you live."
The hard look on Dave'~ fac\! deepened, while the
scar seemed to stand out more prominently than usual.
"If it comes to that," he said, in a strange, hard
voice that had a rasping sound, "I am not easily
driven. They will find it out."
"Oh, you don't know what you'll get! Better be
careful I We know all about you."
, Flint turned and grasped the arm of Marsh, who
was startled, for the fingers of the scarred lad seemed
made of iron and crushed with terrible force.
"What do you mean by that-what do you mean ?"
demanded Dave, in ·a tone that made Marsh shudder.
"What do you know about me ?"
"Ow!" said Marsh. "Let go! Do you want to
break my arm, you duffer? You hurt!"
Dave let go, but in that moment Hector Marsh had
come to understand that this red-headed \ad with the
scarred cheek had amazing strength in his gnp. It
awed Marsh a little, in spite of himself.
""What is it you know?" repeated Flint.
"Oh, lots of things," said Hector, edging off,
"You'll find out later. But you'd better be careful
and not play ice hockey to-morrow. Just yo:i keep out
of the game and cheer for our team."
. flint wasted no further words on Marsh. He
strode forward with long steps, his eyes fastened on-the
path before him. What thoughts were passing in his
mind?
Marsh kept his distance, and thus they came to the
academy. As they .were parting, Hector cried :
"Don't forget t Be careful!"
"Be careful!" muttered Flint. "Those fellows had
better be careful! I lost control of myself once, and
I'm afraid I may again if provoked too much! I nmst
be careful of myself! I must guard myself."

ICE HOCKEY.

On the following day the two teams lined up on the
ice like this:
GOAL
GOAL-KEEPER

0

TUBBS.
POINT

~

BRADLEY.
COVER POINT

0

JOLLIBY.
FORWARDS

0

SCUDDER.

0

0

0

' MERRIWELL.

SMART.

-rLINT••

FORWARDS

0

0

0

WALKER.

GARDNER.

SHAW

0

HARWOOD.

COVER POINT

0

ARLINGWN.
,
POiNT

0

MARSH. ·
GOAL-KEEPER

0

PRESTON.
GOAL

One of the first class men, noted for his impartiality,
had been agreed upon as a referee.
There were hisses and jeers from the plebes ranged .
along one shore of the cove when Flint was seen with
the regular team.
On the other bank had gathered cadets from the
other classes. All around the cove were spectators
from the village. In one group were a number of girls
from Miss Tartington's sohool, and, of course, this included Doris Templeton, Felecia Delores and Zona
..
,
Desmond.
"What are those fellows over there hissing and jeering for?" asked Doris.
"They are plebes," explained Zona. "There is a
plebe playing _with Dick's team. Listen."
They heard Flint's name shouted in derision. He
vvas called sneak, traitor and many other disagreeable
things.
"It's a shame!" said little Felecia, in sympathy.
"Why do they do that?"
"Because he has gone back on his class," said Zona.

.
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.
"This game is plebe? against the regulars. and he is
playing with the regular .team."
"Perhap s he belongs- on it.'; ..
"f-Ie -doesn't.. , ·

"How do you kno\Y.?"
"Oh, I know! Mi·. Arlingtb ll told me abbut it."
'Mr. Arlingto n? Then he told you ·when he was
talking with you a few minutes ago?"
''Yes,'' smiled Zona. "Don't you think he's splendid? His father is one of the richest men in the country."

"I suppose he told you that!" laughed Doris, with a
touch of scon"!.
"No, I do no.t think he is splendid !" returned Felecia_. p9si.tively. "And I do not understa nd how it is
that Dick lets him remain in the school."
• "Dick!'' said Zona, with a toss of her head . "\i\fhy.
dear, Di-ck does not run the school. You eern to think
he does.··
"But Dick could have ·lfad- Chester Arlingto n exrelled long ago if he ·h ad wished . .,
"He could?'' exclaime d Zona, doubting ly. "Then
why didn't he do so? _They: are not friends, I under· stand...
''There is a reason. Dcitis _knows. \Ve could have
had him put out of schooC'
us. ... - ... -·
Zona looked incredufo
' . . - -- ·--···-· you and Dori s could?
that
"You? You mean
Why, what did be : do-. tG"you _?~ ·.:.· - .". :.
"Felecia !" exclaimed. Doris~. trem.ember . yoi,tr: prom-
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Flint tried _to cut in, but Harwood seemed to dodge
I1im .with perfe.c::t ease. -Someth ing caught Fliilf s . skate
and he werit dowrf heavily on the ice.
- A great shout of joy rose from the plebes. They
roared with laughter.
"There goes the si'teak. Oh, he"s a wonderfu l
player!"
Harwood dashed at Jolliby, carrying the di sc in the
elbow of his stick. He was swift on skates, but Chip
was "no s,Iouch, ._. and Harwoo d was compelle d tO try
a pass to \1\-alker. who had dashed down by Scudder.
As the rubber skipped along the ice Dick Merriwel~
Hashed in to intercept it like a darting bird. He caught
ii cleverly and avoided \Valker's desperate "swipe."
. \ \Yay Dick \Yent, while the admirers of the regular
team set up a cheer of delight. He flashed past Shavv
with ease, and Chester Arlingto n flitted in to iritercept
him.

- It seenied that Dick " ·ould cl'a h straight into Arli-1i-gto11, but he made a sudden swerve to the right, followed in stai1tly by 6ne to the left, and past Arlingt_o n
he went at high speed.
_...::.I.ar ~h ·w as .on hand, his lips drawn back from bis
protrudi ng teeth. a \vile! glare in hi s eyes. He was
_determin ed lo siop I?ick somehmY.
- Ag·ain Me,rriv,'e ll ri1ade tl1at deceiYin g dodging movement, darting this time to the right and then to .the left
·a1id "1)assing ~larsh ,\·ith the same ease that · he had
~fiassecl Arlingto n.

. Preston da,ncecl in front of . he goal, every . nerYe
..
strained.
i--se."· .
\Vhiz !-th~ puc;k f:lew through tiie air.·
. . - ''What's · a!Lthi.s . myster~ ?" -. dema11c!e<l. Zona; -.:he.r
.. P~est>>n cai.1ght"lt with his left 11a;1d. thr-e'iv it ~down
curiosity i1itensely awakene d. "You· two _ h5t.v~ :_a ::, searid "s'ent ft spiritiihg a\\'ay ,V:ith his club: .;ci:et fron1 "me.,: l: clon~.t :i'.!1i11ldt:._i-s _ 11ic~ 9f. Y:Q1J fi' .
'as he· was ~~ff-sidi he
~·: :- "TJ_iey are ,-going: to . begit1: play_i;1g-foo)5 !:' urged . - -'.~ riington \~-~s 6ri hat~d; bur
r&uicl ·i-1ot t'0tich- the pl1ck.' - He' \,;:is" watching -Merrii
''"ell, and he did no t 0bserve ;FJint,. who .s hat-:past him,
:
iLs)(imm ing .past
·1.lJidway~ betweeo .-the go.ars. ..Si1i~:r.LaiJcl Gn·rtl_ner sa.me '-struck the puck a ,.sharp clip- and s~nt
put to "face off." They placed their sticks again~t -tj1e 0 )..faf~h:.. :·pas~ J>r~stQn and ])(;tween the posts ..
~rH-bb~r 'ou ·Opposite- sides and.- ~tood there .crouchin glv. , _.Flint h~d . m~d~ 1i~ ~fi~:.st
and tnerr
fruck,
timnders
eined
;rniti-ng f~r- ti~~ signal.- ' .. - -- - _: - ~::,- .-· _ · - - - . ~ .
plebes·s-e
g
The ,\:~tcl~i1;
ch~·efo1g
much
dismay was e\fident. Xor was there
"The .other players wei:e .re.~r;:ly. There was a lrnsFt.
-· ::
_.
_
r,~;J1o"\~·e1·e'. ,,·at~hirl~
: fi'otii t1~~ '6th~f:.
·;1,1;en--cam e ~-_cle~r b°fa.st -ciQhe~\\,ljistle . ~ ~
"Great wo1:1< 'Flint f'' said nick, approvin gly. ·
. _ lmm_e~Uatel{ S1i1art and Gard11er bega11 to 'str\.1ggle
.
p~·ck.
.
the
of
i1_
'·Gug-gu g-gug-gr eatest -acciderit I ev_er saw !" chat.-ii.i1d _sfrai_n -for . P<?Sses-sio

~~~~~~ ~~e-fre1~ee ha~:· plac;~~·_._~h:~ ~\l~ 11-~· · I;t;~-j, :~:1.· ·t1!.~-~ ~e

.g6al..

cadets

the more skilffii( ind h~ ~0011 s~11f the
disc spinning pas.t. T~d 's £eet. __
1Ierri~vcll was be, , S·h~~~- hacf it in a twi;1kling'. ~but
·'-- -·
·d.
to. .Hat-woo
it
pass
to
d
\Vas c<m1pelle
.he.
_fQ.J:e_: him and ..·..
.
·-.
:.·
.
...
.... .... . .. ,.. .,. ·-

. G~ni;,~·i-' \\"~S

-

'

.

,.

...

~···

.

.

:tered J:nUiby.-.-:, __ ~--

··
Dick'~ players were not pleased

Others thDt,tght so.
Fl.int_- make t~is .first: goaI . . It awake:i-ed je~l
ousy.

·!9. haYe
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The disc was placed in the center of the ice, and
again ·Smart and Gardner · faced · off. This time Ted
managed t~ give the puck a little flip that sent -it. between Gardner's feet. . But Chester Arlington darted
in and scooped the disc cleverly, getting away like a
flash.
Merriwell blocked him, and Chester passed to Harwood. Harwood did not have much trouble in dodg-.
ing Flint. J olliby, however, caused him to make a pass
to Gardner. Gardner got the rubber, but Merriwell
struck it and knocked it spinning aside. Then five of
the players came together in a ·bunch and recoiled with
such violence that four of them sat down heav-ily.
'
The fifth, who .happened to be Scudder, got away
with the rubber.
Arlington had fallen back, and he saw Scudder come
out of the bunch with the disc. Before Uric could
gather headway Arlington was on him. He pretended
to strike at the disc, but he gave Scudder's stick a rap
that made its owner drop it.
·'fhen Chester gathered up the puck and was off. He
dodged Bradley and shot the disc for goal
Tubbs, in spite of his si~e, was quick on his feet.
He stopped the puck with his1 fo.it and drove it away.
Harwood got it, but the minute he touched- it Bradley attacked him, and ther.e was a furious scrambfe.
Harwood finally succeeded in escaping with the rubber, but he was compelled to pass it to Arlington, who
was on hand. Again Chester drove for goal, lifting
the puck.
The fat boy stopped it with his body, although ~t
stung like a rock. He lost it, however, and while he
was recovering, .Chester flashed forward and drove it
between the goal posts, making the score a tie.
Then the piebes had an opportunity to cheer.
"Arlington! Arlington! Arlington!" they shouted.
Chester was flushed and triumphant as he skat.eel
back to his position.
_
"'vVe're doing this just to mak~ it interesting!" said
Smart, with a grin. "We~ wci.nted you fellows to have
that goal!" ·
- "·
··

his face more repellent. \Vhat was in his heart? Perhaps Dick Merrivvell knew better .than any one save
Dave Flint himself.
At the next f<!_ce-off Gardner got away from Smart,
cleverly. flipping the disc out betweei1 Ted's feet; recovering it; dodging Scudder and passing to Harwood
as Merriwell stopped him.
. _
But now Flint took the rubber away from Harw0od
with a cleverness that made every spectator gasp. Pre'viously Dave had not seemed the match of the handsome plebe, -but in this instance he hooked the disc right
out of Harwood's possession and was off in a h,:inlding. .
·
Shaw tried to interfere, .but Flint evaded him. _
Chester Arlington blocked the way; and Flint passed
just as Chester fancied he was going to take die disc.
Merriwell had swept forward, and he received the
puck. Walker tried to interfere, bu_t. .Diel(.
~
movement that puzzled Wa1l<er so t~ fel!O)V lost his:·
footing and went sprawling. ·
Marsh '~as on hand, but Dick dodged ·Recto~ .~ith
that clever right and left movement.
Preston was on edge.
Dick drove for a goal and Preston struck the puck
dmvn to the ice by a -"lUck.y jab" cif his. ~o\<:. . Theri
he whirled it away.
. .
,.: .
Flint werit for the disc, onfy to see Arlington 'Seoop
it up arid speed toward the goal of the reguJ..ar team.

Jde {

CHAPTER V.
SWIFT

WOR~.

"'Rah! 'rah! 'rah! Arlington!" shrieked th('.! plebes.
Chester was clever. there could be no denying that.
He was very swift and quick on skates, and he kne:w
how to carry the puck '".ith perfect ease.
He had placed MerriweH beJ1ind hii'n, and one after
another he managed to. avoid the rest of the player$
''"ho tried to stop him.
Obediah Tubbs was palpitating with excitement.
He danced, and his face was crimson.
"Oh, yes "you clid !" returned Clint Shaw, in his sour,
"Dern my picter !" he spluttered. ''I'll stop it.! 1'11
sneering way. "But we'll show you before you are stop it, or I'll b~'
st!"
through. The only goal you have made· was made by
Bradley made an ineffectual attempt to spoil Arlinga blunder of that sneak Flint. You have a pretty ton's try for a goal.
Chester shot straight and true.
swift team when you're forced to depend on such .stiffsTubbs did stop it. 11: his excitement, he drove it
~s that to ·help you !"
straight back.
. ' -Flint heard this, but he seemed deaf, and he made no·
Again Chester sent it whis-tling at the goal, at the
His sgttare jaw seemed squarer than 'ever and _ sam; time closing in.
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It came back like a ,flash, but Tubbs and Arlington
were now close together, and there followed a great
struggle, in which bo't h scooped at the rubber a number of times and it fie\~· back and forward between
them. In the end Chester was victorious, for he sent.
it past Tubbs' feet and between the posts.
The ~Y-histle 9£ the reJeree cut the clear air.
"Goal! goal ! Arlington! Arlington!" shrieked the
delighted plebes who \\'fre watching.
Chester1s face was ~ushed and there was triumph
i£i .nis ~y~s and in his heart.
"
' .·.... '''.fhis..is my day ! he thought, triumphantly. "I
·~~el ;it ! : ·t "kno\•; it! To-day I win!"
.
:'.\Jever in his life had he been more confident of victory. He smiled upon Dick as he skated back to position, and there was an intended insult ip that smile,
But Merriwell did not seem to notice him at all. He
talked .in a lo~v tone to some of pjs players as _they
sk~ted into place for the next face-off,
. _·',~~~p..' st'ea<;ly,: fellows_," he "".as saying, "They have
a l.1~Jeaui worl~, b~t .not much . .. \V.e're forgetting
teafh \~;.cu:k; and that i>; ."\vhat counts. When t:he qther
side .has the .~·ubbei: e\leryb,ody : piCk a inan -anq wa~d1
him·· ~s--f~ .as possi'ble. \¥hen'\¥e have it, don't all get a·ft~~ -it, but so~~ ~ne must always be re~dy to take it.
on ~- pass and handle it. No'-'Y,,let's settle down.'_'
That was not half what he wished to say to t,.hem, but
there was no time for further words.
At the next face-off Ga1:dner again got the advantage, 'which caused Smart to chirp.:'
"Oh, I'm agreat player! I take. the prize! I ought
to_have a medal!"
But they were paying no at_tep:tic:in _to him. . Merriwen had nearly scooped the disc from: Gardner, .foi·cing
him to tr.y a pass fo Harwood.
But .it was Flint '''ho gather~d the n,ibber and
started with it.
.
·
Then Shaw came down on Frint and_struck the fellow fairly across the hands with a s\.ve~ping blo\v.
Fli~-it must have b~en hurt, but he did not" drop his
sti~k. His face sho"';ed a sudden terrible fli.1sh of .rage
and he 1\•hirled toward Shaw, but 'that fellow dis~eetly
scooted away.
In his moment of anger Flint let Harwood capture
the puck and get.away with it. ·
.
Smart had recovered and tried to "mingle in," -but
Jack Harwood was to.o clever for the little fellow, and
it fell on Jolliby to stop the advance.
The lanky boy spread himself. He was fiercely de0

'
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termined not to let Harwood evade him. He seemed
all arm~ and legs.
. "Gu-gu-gu-got ye!" he chattered.
Harwood passed the puck, sending it skimming
toward \Valker, who was in the proper place to take it.
~ut Meuiwell had been watching for that pass. It
almost seemed as if he came right up through the ice
in the path of the puck, and he picked it up with his
stick in the easiest p~sible manner, going right ahead
toward the plebes' goal ?S he secured it.
· Gardper was not in position to stop him; Shaw was
too far to the left; but Arlington was ready.
'.'I'll sho\v him up!" thought Chester, his teeth set.
He looked for Dick to make that same peculiar dodgiHg movement, first to on~ _side and then to the other,
ke~ping the disc all the time.
Instead, . Dick sent the
puck flipping past Chester on one side and scooted by .
himself on the o.t her with a curving swerve that was
a fiashlike dodge .qut and in, enabling him to pick up
the · ru~ber and keep on, leaving the captain of . the
plebes astounded, pale, furious. ·
·It was Chester who had been "shown up."
From a point of the shore near the plebes' goal came
a yell': ·'.'Yip! yip! yip! . What do you think of that! Hoop~
la! . That's the real stuff! You hear me whisper!"
It was the voice of Brad Buckhart, and the Texan
was swingjng his cap over his head in wild delight.
Zona Desmond had been laughing. A moment be.;.
fore·.she had observed:
·"Mr. Arlington does not seem to be very slow at this
game. · He has made two goals already, . and· Dick
Merriwell has not made one. · It begins to look as if
he was right 'in ·saying he is kept off the regular team
th1'ough Dick's jealousy."
Little Felecia-,.had resented that. .,
"Dick is not jealous!" 1yas her exclamation.· "He's
never jeakms of any cine."
"Oh, perhaps noi!'i said Zona, with 1a toss of her· •
head.
Once Zona had · seemed to admire Dick · Merri well
very much. She \.vas regarded as the village belle
among the girls of her age, and she was a coquette
without dispute. She had· a way of drawing any boy
after her and then dropping him when he seemed
deeply interested. She had tried her arts on Dick
and failed. .At first she could not believe it possible
Dick could resist her, ~ and she had redoubled her efforts. It was useless. Then she grew angry and

•
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pi·eterided to disdain h.i1?· ·But. that made not the
slightest difference. \Vhen she found Dick \;yas ve_i"J'
friendly with Dori'S she ·· '~'as )ealot1s. She. looked
at' Doris critically, after which' s1;e examine d her (),\~ii
reflection in the mirror and tdld herseif that Dick Merriwell must be a fellow of very pbOr taste and judgment. But that did not soothe .the wound, and it co.n-

··
The puck was put in play.' ··
This time Smart redeeme d himself and··shot i(across:
...
to Scudder in time to a\roid ·Sha\\r's i:i.1sli:
·
Walker
but·
·
\~Talke1;,
round
go
to
Scudder tried
.
.
aside
struck at the rubber and sent it sr)ir1ning
Merriwe ll got it only to have three fellows crash
into him, and out of the mix-up .\rlingio n darted off

with the puck.
Flint and Chester came face to face. Chester 'Y.~S
clever at dodging, and he tried to swerve past··Flin t.
'When he turned one_way .he foqr;id, ~he b,oy '\Yi th · the
scar before him. whi'ch caused him ' to dart the other
\\'ay.
Flint was there.
· Chester realized that he could .not get past; the fellow. .It c3:me to him like a flash, an<li a·mo1nen t later,
they came together. It was Arlingto n who n:c9iJed
from the shock, .althoug h he fan.ciecl .he bad .be.e!J moving with suffi.ci.ent speed to·~ ~tpse.t FJivt.. fr was. F.firJt
who did not seem jarred in the least arid, w.ho came
away 'rith the d,i.01<;: saf~Jy leicated iry the elbow of hi s ·
stick
.It is impossib le to estim.ate the fury ir:i Che$ter's ·
kill
tliat he coqld
He . felt
nen{.
heart at th~t m~;'
.
.
'
·..
. .
.
red~
plain,
the
despised
D~ve Flint. _Arid _still he
headed, scar-face d lad. ·
Arlingto n stop Dick then?"
.. ··'Son of a ja:ilbirci !" he g-rated.
has
· "Oh, such things will happen some.tim es! Dick
sigi.i. Bt.tt
])id Flint hear? U so, he made
not ·made a sing1e goal yet, while Chester Arlingto n
:now it :was
before:;
nioment
a·
flusi1ed
· -~ · face ·h~ci be·ei1
has made two, and--"
. ~· . . . . ·.·" ... ', ...
.
.
pale. '. _··
· A shout went up.
Flint had-: ~Ii excellent . 'opei1ing, ! b~1.t .· son~ethii1g:
· Uerriwe ll ha·d shot a goal, and a.gain: t:he $core W<!fr
- seerried tc{ ~eize. l1f1rt ~11d 'he ·halted .short, half tnrniiig.
ti cl
\Vb en he recovere d ·iuid started ~n' again Gardper: came
~W~f cm him and sriatched the disc '.a\\1ay. · ..
not .
·ca.'rdner . had a ·ayfng sfar·t, .a11d .- Smart . coulc;l'
CHAPT ER VI.
.
I
·
trouble hlm.
FIR.E IN A H-EART • .
:not-seem
did
it
and
hi1nself,
spread
niOre
Jblliby once
The game was fat: more exciting and interesti ng
B-t.tt ·
pass.
could
Maine,
that the boy from Calais,
than the great mass of cadets had anticipat ed it would
oi1e
under
Gardrier dodged aside and.·seemed to dl1ck
• be. •To coufess the truth; ah11<?sf every one-exce pt the
of Chip's long arms.
plebes were disappoin ted. The other classes had ex..
On lie "·ent. ·
1
pected the regtilar team would- find the plebes .easy. But
"Hi! hi!" cried Billy 'Bradley. · ' 'Old hup !~
in
e
confidenc
.
ed
entertai11
.
had
men
ass
l
c.
'
the fourth
But Earl declined tci . " 'old http." and Bradley was
Chester Adingto n and his -team. 'The)r " ·ere well sat e
not able to stop hirn.
isfied, flncl the.v felt that their -chance of triumph ~,·as
"Dern my picter !" fluttered Obediah Tubbs O}lCe
·
cxcetlent. .
IT\Ore. ·'It's coming! · ft':- comi!1g["
.'\dingto n wa!? raging inward!)· because Dick had
· Yes,_ if \\las coq:ing:: .. l.t fle_,"'' at .bin1, sfr.~~k his bocl~·
succeeded so easily in a\'oiding !um. . . .
mad'e a st.1~ike - ~o drive. it
"I'm onto ,your tricks nc:nv ,!''. he tfi.ol:1g-ht_, g!~.Y.i~1g at and droppecr to the .ice:-· He
rlof ;-topp~d, . ~nd.:-:he
the captain of the regulars : "You ·won't' do ·if again." a \\·a y and missed. Gardner ri~Jtinued to smart.
This day Zona had been delighted because Chester
Arlingto n came to her and chatted witi1 her in the
presence of the boys and girls gathered about. She
had seen many of the girls glancing toward them, and
she was pleased to think they regarded her with jealous
eyes. That seemed natural enough; for it had becori1e
well known in Fardale that Chester's father was the
the ri-chest men in
great D. Roscoe Arlingto n, one
no public atten··
given
the country. And Chester had
tiori to any village girl before this. ·.
So Zona 'vished that Arlirigto n might· come forth ·
victor-ious in the :iee hockey co11test, and s11e'\vas fi~le<l
with satisfact ion over his success. But dismay seized
her when ~he saw Dick Merriwe ll deceive him in the
· ·~
simple manner just described.
d
exdaime
Zona?"
that,
of
think
·
you
do
· "What
didn'.t
·why
now?
pfayer
better
Doris. '-'Who is the

of

.no

r·
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was on hand to hit the rubber a lick that sent it between the stakes.
No wonder the plebes were delighted! No wonder
Tubbs was disgusted!
"Dern m)r picter !" squeaked the fat boy. "Git
somebody in my place, Dick! I ain't fit ter feed punkins to sick cows!"
"You're all right," assured Dick. "You can't stop
them all."
"I guess, by gum, I can.'t stop any of 'um!"
The rubber was put in play again, but before another goal could be made by either side the whistle
sounded and the referee announced that the first half
was over.
The half had ended with the plebes in the lead, as
they had made three points, while · the regulars had
made but two.
Of course the plebes were congratulated by their
friends. The cheer of the fourth class was hurled
across the cove.
Arlington started to · congratulate Gardner, but
changed his mind. _
"That fellow has a swelled head anyhow," he muttered. "He thinks he's the real thing just because
Merriwell gave him a chance on the eleven.' I'll not
swell him up any more. It was an accident that he
made that goal, anyhow."
So he did not even say to Earl that he had done well.
Dick Merriwell observed a deep look of gloom on
the face of Dave Flint, from whom, it seemed, all the
others had fallen away as soon qS the whistle blew ..
"Say, you've proved to be a good man for us today!" he exclaimed, heartily, skating up to · Dave..
"You are filling Darrell's place all right, and Darrell
is a good one."
"Thank you," said Dave, but that look of gloom did
not leave his face.
Then Dick thrust his arm through Dave's, saying:
"Come over here and I'll introduce you to some of
my girl acquaintances .from Miss Tartington's school."
Flint seemed to shiver and looked startled.
"No, no!" he said, with a show of genuine alarm.
"I-I-why, girls don't like me."
"Nonsense !"
.
"But you know what a homely fellow I am.~
"In your mind. The trouble with you, Flint, is
that you are too modest and backward. Come on."
He ~ulled Dave along.

I .I

"It won't do you any good to be seen with me so
much," said the boy with a scar.
Dick knew what he meant. He had heard Arlington's taunt, and it had stirred his heart in deep sympathy for Flint and deep disgust and repulsion for
Chester.
"Don't let that worry you," he laughed.
But as they approached the shore they saw Chester
Arlington there before them, talking- and laug-hin~
with Zona Desmond.
Flint held back.
"That fell ow-there!" he muttered.
"Don't notice him. Come on," urged Dick.
So he took Flint up and introduced him to Doris and
Felecia, saying:
"This is Dave Flint, my friend."
Flint was so profoundly stirred that he could firid
no words for some moments, bowing awkwardly, cap
in hand. To be called the friend of Dick Merri well!
Surely that was something! Something-it was everything!
He did not mind that Arlington laughed at Dick's
words. Of course, Chester did it in such a way that
he could pretend he was laughing at something else,
but both Dick and Flint knew the. cause of that laugh.
Dick's blood started. Inwardly he exclaimed:
"Be careful, Chester Arlin~on ! . I have stood a
great deal from you, and I think the limit has been
reached."
"Oh, Mr. Flint," said Felecia, "you made the first
goal for Dick's team, didn't you! I am glad he got
you to play with him to-day."
"So am' I," laughed Dick. "We need him."
Doris did not like Dave, but she resolved to be pleasant to him.
"I think you do," she said, smiling. "Why, the
plebes are ahead of you! You'll have to work hard,
Mr. Flint, to save the regular team."
"I-I shall do my best," said Dave, falteringly.
"He always does his best at everything," said .Dick.
"It's a way he has."
At this point one of the boys called Dick away, and
Dave was left with the girls. He was wretchedly embarrassed. In vain he tried to think of something to
say. vVhat could he say? Then he started, for on
his arm had fallen a small gloved ,hand, that rested
there light as a snowflake.
"Don't ·you think Dick is a splendid captain, Mr.

I
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Flint?" asked the owner of the hand, and the dark eyes
of ·Felecia Dolores looked up into his eyes.
"Splendid!" said Flint, his tongue unloosed. "He's
great! He's the finest fellow in the world, anyway!
;You don't know how good he's been to me. If it
hadn't been for him I don't know what I should have
done. And my little brother-he's deformed. He
got hurt when he was a wee chap and it crooked h;s
back. I've been saving money to have him doctored,
but it was slow saving enough, and I was afraid Billy
would get so old his back never could be straightened.
!T hen Dick he let me have the money, and now Billy's
back is being doctored, and some time he will be
straight, and he'll owe it to Dick Merriwell, and I'll
never forget it as long as I live!"
Flint forgot himself in his gratitude and enthusiasm,
and now a remarkable glow came to his plain face
that changed it and made it really attractive.
Before that altered lad Doris Templeton's feeling of
aversion melted away and in its place came an interest
in Flint that swiftly grew to something like regard.
Felecia had not needed this glimpse of Dave Flint's
heart to satisfy her that he was all right. It was
enough for her that Dick called Dave his friend.
With his tongue unloosened, Flint told them more of
little Billy. He forgot to think of himself, and was
less awkward. He forgot that Chester Arlington was
there near at hand-forgot it until he heard these
'
words:
"It's strange any fellow can choose the son of a jailbird as a friend. Don't you think so, Miss Desmond?"
Then another change came to the face of the boy
with the scarred cheek. He felt his heart swell w~th
fury and hatred f9r this son of a rich man who could
insult him thus, but he . did not realize the change that
had come upon his face until he saw the two girls with
whom he had been talking suddenly look at him in
alarm and draw back, Doris uttering fl. little cry.
The whistle of the referee sounded, calling the players to . resume the game.

CHAPTER VII.
· THE FINAL GOAL,

The first half had been exciting enough, but the second half was even more ~o. It started hotly, with
Flint playing all around each opponent who confronted
him. A determined fu1·y seemed to possess him, and
it was not strange that he soon found an opportunity

to carry the puck clean through the ranks of the plebes .
and shoot it for a goal.
Preston shot it back.
Flint shot again, getting nearer.
Preston made another brilliant stop.
But again Flint drove hard for the goal, lifting the
puck.
Preston caught it, flung it down and drove it away
to one side.
Flint had been defeated in his attempts, but it seemed
that fortune had favored Preston.
Smart touched the puck, intending to pass it over to
Flint.
Marsh took it right out from beneath the stick and.
scooted away.
Merriwell blocked Marsh, who passed to Arlington.
Then it was Chester's turn, for Di~k was too far to
one side to interfere. He skated swiftly, having no
trouble with either Scudder or Jolliby. Bradley tried
to block him, and Chester made a long drive for goal.
Tubbs stopped the puck and sent it to the left.
'Fhen Gardner came in from somewhere and made
another successful drive for goal.
As the puck passed between the posts and the referee'
blew his whistle the watching plebes broke into a joy'
ous shout.
unaer
something
muttered
But Chester Arlington
his breath. He was sore indeed because Gardner had
made the goal. As they skate/ back, he said to Earl:·
"You didn't play that right. You should have
passed to me. I was in front of the posts and in a far
better position to make a goal."
"But I made a goal. Bradley was watching you,
and he didn't see me. That was what fooled him."
"Oh, it was a case of luck, and we can't win by luck.
lt takes team work. I have warned you fellows about
making the mistake of every man playing for himself
and forgetting the others. Don't foi·get it again'."
Gardner was disgusted, but he said nothing further.
When the game was resumed Flint showed the
same energy and skill that had caused the spectators to
gasp and wonder. It really setmed as if Dick and
Dave were playing almost the whole game. Together
they worked the puck into the territory of the plebes.
and Dick made a try for a goal. ·when the puck v".as
driven away Flint was on hand to shoot it back, and
this time Preston could not stop it.
Flint had scored.
A groan went up from the plebes
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to score on both sides, but the goal-keepers did great
work in defending their positions.
The time of the second half was drawing to a close,
and it began to seem possible that the game might
end a draw.
There was incessant cheering on both sides of the
cove now.
"Oh, I know Dick's team will win!" exclaimed little
Felecia.
"Don't be so sure of that!" returned Zona Desmond.
" I think Mr. Arlington will be able to hold him in
"
check."
''See how Dave Flint is playing!" invited Doris.
" It' s remarkable! He's almost as good as Dick."
"That fellow!" said Zona, with a toss of her head.
"I don't see how Dick Merriwell can have him on his
team! And it was an insult for him to introduce such
a person to you, girls!"
"An insult?" they exclaimed.
"Yes."
"Why?"
"\Vhy, of course you don't know! He is a very
low fellow. You can see that by his face. His father
died in jail."
"I don't believe he can be so bad," said Felecia,
ea rnestly, "or Dick would not call him friend."
"I have the word of Mr. Arlington for it."
"I would not believe Chester Arlington anyhow!"
Doris asserted. "He wants to look out that he doesn't
get into jail himself! He would be the're now if he
had hi s clue!"
Zona 19oked indignant.
"I don't see how you can say such a thing !' 1 she
cried.
"It's the ·truth!" asserted Doris, and little Felecia
agreed with her.
Up to this point no one had been punished for foulAt this point there was another burst of cheering.
ing. But now the plebes went into the game so fiercely l\1erriwell had carried the puck through the plebes.
that the referee was soon compelled to warn two or It was remarkably clever work and awakened admirathree of them.
tion. But he saw that Marsh might spoil his drive
Warnings did no good. Shaw closed with Flint for a goal, so he passed the rubber to Flint.
and struck him. Then Shaw ·was ordered out of the
Flint made a quick drive, as Chester Arlington
game, his place being filled by a fellow by the name of darted at him.
.
Dix.
The disc flew past Preston, and the regulars had
One minute later the same thing happened to Marsh, scored.
·
and Farrow replaced him.
Realizing that this goal might give the regulars the
Shaw and Marsh were permitted to return to the game, as .the final half was almost over, Chester Argame after they had been kept out two minutes each. lington uttered a cry and stmck at the head of the boy
It was a furio us battle. Many attempts were made ' with the scarred cheek•.
Once more Arlington muttered something beneath
'
his breath.
Chester was determined to hold the lead. He was
working with all his heart to win that game. He kept
talking to his men, and they responded in a manner
that brought out the best efforts of the regular team.
It ,,;as Gardner who carried the puck down to a
position where he could have made a try for a goal; btt
a cry came from Chester, and Gardner passed the puck
to him.
Arlington made a swift drive, but Tubbs blocked it.
Again Gardner might have tried for a score, but
again he gave Arlington the opportunity.
Tubbs was ,;,ride awake and spoiled both of these at·
tempts.
There was a mix-up when the rubber was spun away
and several of the players fell all over themselves and
eath ~ther in trying to get it. ·
Flint took he rubber out of the sprawling mass of
boys and scooted toward the plebes' goal. Once he
passed it to Merriwell, who passed it back when Shaw
confronted him. Marsh was determined to spoil
Flint's shot. Dave seemed on the point of driving in
an t!ffort to send it past both Marsh and Preston, but,
instead, he flipped the disc deftly to Dick, who sent it
whizzing between the posts.
The score was once more tied, each side having
made four poirtts.
The fear of defeat seized upon Chester Arlington.
His players were desperate, also. They had tasted
victory-almost. The taste had .been very pleasant.
They had dreamed of the glories of triumph over Merriwell's team. There would be · rejoicing and cheering and a great demonstration. But now this dream
was fading.

...
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Quick as a fl.ash Dick Merriwell da1ied in and not quicken his steps at first. Once he seemed to
grasped Arlington's stick, stopping the blow that hesitate, as if on the point of turning back.
"Is it true that his father is a jailbird?" asked one
would have knocked Flint down.
With a snapping twist, Dick tore the stick from of the boys who \vas following him.
"Oh, he isn't now," answered Shaw, with a brutqj
Chester's hand and flung it aside.
"He's coughed up the gl;tost-died in the jug.
laugh.
orpromptly
he
and
hand,
on
·was
The referee
he's shoveling coal down below about now."
suppose
I,
dered Arlington ·out of the game.
· "Shoveling coal!" cried another. "He was a socialChester gave Flint a terrible look as he skated off.
ist. He was too lazy to work. He's roasting."
Flint's square teeth were set together like a vice,
..
making his jawbones protrude ominously a short disCHAPTER VIII.
tance below his ears.
ISHMAEL.
"How did they ever admit such a fellow to Far?" said another of the jeering crowd. "He has
dale
There was no further scoring on eit!1er side, and
here! Not-_;dy will associate with him."
right
no
Flint's final goal had given the game to the regular
"You forget Merriwell," q.me from another.
··
team.
he's picked up with Flint."
"Why,
\iVhen time was up the cadets flocked onto the ice
Merri well needn't think the rest of the ssfiool
"\Nell,
and surrounded the players.
anything to do with the red-headed sneak."
have
will
Arlington was told tLt he had given the regular
"Isn't he a beauty! How do you suppose he got
team a hard battle, but that <lid not salve the wound
pretty mark on his cheek?"
that
in his soul. The taste of defeat was bitter in his
ought to have one on the other cheek to make
"He
mouth.
Then he would be handsome!"
mates.
them
"Why didn't you have Flint on your side?" someAll this seemed to fall on deaf ears as far as .the
body asked him.
of their scorn was concerned. Flint was walkobject
"Have him-have that dog?" grated Chester.
on, but he had quickened his pace now.
steadily
ing
"Not much! Not much I He is too low for me to
was a hunted look, like that of a
there
eyes
his
In
.
have anythi~g to do with."
wild beast with baying hounds on its trail.
"He won the game f~r the regular . team."
"No use!" he ·muttered once. "No use!"
"That's all 'right."
did he mean? No use in what? He did not
What
"Where is he now ?"
walked still faster.
but
explain,
"I don't know; but he wants to keep away from me.
"Who knows for sui·e his father was a jailbird?"
He's a sneak and a traitor I"
•
Flint had skated off by himself. Alone he sat down asked one of the boys.
•
it," answered anabout
all
.Merriwell
told
he
"Why,
and unfastened his skates. There was nothing of
other.
triumph or satisfaction in his face.
They did not see the expression of surprise that
Some of the plebes saw him.
It was followed by
"There he is I" they said, pointing at him. "There rose to the face of Dave Flint.
anger.
and
doubt
incredulity,
of
look
a
is the sneaking traitor who beat us I"
He had wondered how these boys knew, ho\v they
They gathered and made remarks about him.
of his history. Was this the
Flint picked up his skates without looking at the had found out so much
explanation? Had Dick Merri well betrayed him?
jeering boys and turned from the lake.
Flint had confessed everything to Dick, had trusted
"Let's follow him-let's soak him!" proposed one.
Flint did not look around. He strode away, his him fully; but it was after Dick had bound himself
to silence, promising to keep the bitter secret of the
skates tucked under his arm.
with the scar.
lad
At least twenty boys followed him. Clint Shaw had
Flint felt a sharp pain shoot through his heart. He
seen them, and he hastened to join them. Immediately
had been betrayed; he could not doubt it. He felt
he made himself their leader.
that he had been a fool to trust any one. But Dick
"Sneak!" cried Shaw. "Coward!"
Flint kept his eyes on the path before him. He did had seemed so sympathetic, and he had fancied Merri-

I
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This boy h~d chosen to attend Fardale Academy
well 'w ould be the last one in the world to spread the
it was re13orted as a ·democratic school, where
because
story.
boy had an ec}tial show with the son of rich
poor
the
· Hard it was to believe D ick Merriwell had betrayed
his confidence, but there seemed no other explanation. pare11.ts. He had dreamed of the pleasures of school
And did i.10t these taunting lads know he had tolcl clays at Fardale. He bad imagined himself as standDick? Unles.s · Merri\~' ell ·had told some one there ing on a level with his companions and as having
~
seemed no \vay by which they could have learned that • friends and comrades.
Now l:e saw himself a despised outcast, hooted at,
fact.
"And :'.\Ierriwell has taken up with him after finding insulted, scorned. He was an Ishmael.
No \Yonder his soul was torn with a thousand torout just what sort of a dog he is?"
ments.
He
"Oh, he did that to make Arlington sore.
Above his head the afternoon sky had grown overknows Arlington despises the sneak. If it \\'asn't for
cast and grim; but the shadows in the sky were not
that,. he would have nothing to do with Flint. "
Was that the real explanatioi1 of Dick's friendli- half as dark as the shadows in his heart.
One of the boys made a snowball and threw it at
ness? The knowledge that it might be shot another
It whizzed past his ear.
Flint.
~haft of pain through Daye's heart.
Still he did not turn his head.
"So I'm nothing but a tool, after all!" thought
Others followed the example of the first, and soon
Flint.
.
He moved still faster, but he ·could not draw away they were pelting him with snowballs, continuing their
from the snapping hounds. They quickened up also. hooting and jeering. He was hit many times. A
snowball knocked off his cap. He stopped to pick it
"Sneak! sneak! sneak!"
up and then hastened onward.
''Traitor! traitor!"
They began to fancy he was overcome with terror,
"You're a cur, Flint!"
that made them bolder.
and
"vVhy don't you get out of Fardale ?"
"Give it to him, fellows!" they shouted. "If these
"You'd better go !'.
.
were only rocks now!"
"\Ve'll drive you out!''
\Vhat sport they could ha\'e pelting 1 im with rocks!
His face was pale novv-almost as pale ;:LS the snow.
They were calling him coward and sneak! How ·brave
He was trembling a little.
·'Let's jump on him! .. urged Shaw. "Let's knock were their actions as thef pursued him!
It is strange that a certain class of human beings,
the stuffing out of him! Come on!"
men as well as boys, love to heap harm at~d injury on
''Come on !'' echoed several of the others.
\ i\1hat was it that ·prevented them from doing so? a fellow-creature in trouble. They delight in ki<;kFor all of their numbers, for all that ·they were reviling ing the under clog. They join with satisfaction in ·tlie
him as a sneak and a coward, the hesitated about hue-and-cry against any unfortunate person.
attacking h it'OThese chaps who had followed Dave Flint wer~ of
. He had thick, square shoulders, a11d they had heard that cut. It happened that not one among them felt
how easi ly and quickly he had overthrown Arlingion sympathy for him.
when exasperated by Chester's attack upon his deThe snowballs flew faster and thicker. Flint's
formed brother. It was said that he had n·e arly shoulders and back :\\'en~ spattered over - with !narks.
crushed Arlington's thfoat, alld Chester's neck had One hit him fairly in the .back of the neck. Another
shown the marks nf his iron fingers for sevet"al days hard one struck his. ear with such force that it seemed
afterward.
almost tqrn from his head. Somehow they seemed to realize that this fellow
Flint ·\\'as shaking no1Y.
1vho bore all their taunts and j eers without retort
Clint Shaw found a hard, ragged piece of ice as
•
could be stung to terrible fury when his rage over- farge as a man's fist.
came his reason and self-control.
" \Vatch 1ne nail him with this!" he cried.
Flint longed to reach the academy and shut himself
The missile flew true enough, striking Dave back
in his room away from these taunting boys. He hur- of the ear and knocking him fonyard upon hi.s hands
ried"a little more.
a,nd knees. He clropp~cl his skates as he ·fell.

.
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That was the straw that broke the camel's back.
He could endure no more. vVhen he rose he had a
skate in each hand, and the face he turned on those
boys was awful in its rage. Not a sound. escaped from
h1s lips, but he flung one of his skates with all the
strength of his,arm straight at Shaw.
The boys had stopped when Dave turned. Shaw
tried to dodge, but was not quick enough. The skate
struck him in the face and knocked him down.
Flint threw the other skate, and then he charged
upon them all, empty handed. The sight of his face ~t
that moment was enough to terrify them, and they
fled instantly, running at top speed to get away, uttering cries of terror.
There was one who did not run. It was Shaw, who
lay groaning and bleeding on the ground, his nose
broken.
Flint stopped and looked down at Shaw in a pitiless
way. The blood was running in a stream and turning
the snow red.
"Bleed! bleed!" said Flint, in a terrible voice. "I
hope ;you bleed to death!"
Then, without stopping to pick up his skates, without stopping for anything, he again set his face toward
the academy and walked on.
They followed him no further. They hooted and
jeered at him no more.

CHAPTER IX.
THE ONE WHO WAS TRUE.

"\Vhatever is this yere that I hear, pard ?" said
Brad Buckhart, as he burst into the room where Dick
was j ust wiping off his skates preparatory to putting
them away. "They say Flint has let himself loose
again and soaked Clint Shaw good and plenty."
"vVhat's that?" exclaimed Dick. "I haven't heard."
"I reckon it's right."
"How did it happen?"
"Why, F lint hustled off after the game was over."
" I missed him when I looked for him."
"Shaw and some of his onery gang followed the fellow and got into a mix-up with him."
"And he fough t thenr? I didn't suppose he would!"
"Well, partner, I allow he can be rubbed the wrong
way until there is no enduring it. He fixed Shaw
up right handsome."
"How?'' ··
"Broke his nose."

"Vihat ?"
Dick was astonished.
"That's what they say. Threw a skate at Shaw· and
just smashed his nose flat. Spoiled little Clintie's
beauty. I hear that Shaw will bear ' the mark as long
as he lives."
"Too bad!" exclaimed Dick.
"I opine it served the varmint abo1h right!" said
Brad. "That Shaw is a coyote! You hear me shout!
He's meaner than Chet Arlington, if that's within the
limit of possibility, and I don't know as how it is."
"I'm sorry for Flint," said Dick.
"Oh, that's different! But I don't reckon you'fl
have to worry about him. Shaw lied to the doctor;
sa '. d he got hurt on the ice. It seems he didn't want
to tell the tru.th. It's not likely Flint will get into
any great trouble over it."
"He's in trouble 11.ow," said Dick. "You don't knovv
Flint, Bracl."
"But you do, pard. ·what is it about him? Is it
true that his father died in jail?"
"I have nothing to say about that."
"But he has told you about himself; anyhow, that's
what I hear."
Dick frowned a little.
"I wonder how such a report started," he said. '
"I'm sure I told no one anything of the sort."
"I know you didn't, for you wouldn't tell me. But
that's what's going."
Dick put his skates away.
"I must go see Flint," he said.
"Let me go along, pard."
"What for?"
"I vvant to congratulate him."
"You couldn't make a bigger mistake."
"What's that? Mistake? Why?"
"He'll want no congratul tions. If he broke Shaw's
nose, if he lifted his hand against Shaw, there'll be no
one in this school as sorry as Dave Flint."
"Oh, I opine Shaw is a heap sight sorrier," chuc~
kled the Texan. "I know I'd be if I were in his
place."
Dick went up to Flint's room. There was a light in
the corridor, for it had grown dark. . \Vhen he rapped
on the door there was no answer. He kno~ked again,
but still received no answer. Then he tried the door,
found it unfastened, and entered.
There was no light in the room. Dimly he saw a
figure sitting on a chair. . It did not move. ·
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"Hello, Dave!" exclaimed Dick, cheerfully. "Sitting' in the dark? Let's light up."
He struck :;i. match and lighted the lamp on the table.
The figure did not stir whi;e. he was doing this.
When the lamp was lighted Dick looked toward
Flint. The fellow sat there like a stone image, his
eyes fastened on the visitor, and Dick was almost appall~d by the expression of that scarred face.
';For Heaven's sake, what is it, Flint?" he cried
"You look as if you had just committed murder!"
"I have!" said Flint.
"Oh, no! you're mistaken. Shaw has a broken nose,
but that's all."
"No, that is not all! I have killed my last hclpe-..my last chance in this world! It is murder!"
Flint's voice was 1as terrible as his face.
Dick grasped Flint's meaning in a moment. This
fellow had struggled ·with hi:;1self, had fought desperately to govern his terribl e temper, and now he felt
that he had failed.
"I'm sure Shaw provokeq yon beyond measure,"
said Merriwell. "You were not to blame."
"I felt that I was master of rriyself," said Dave.
"Now I know I am not. I promised my dying mother
never again to lift my hand against a human being.
I ha ye broken that promise! There is no hope fot •me!
I feel it-I know it! I am lost!"
"Nonsense! Your mother could not blame you if
she knew. You <lid your best."
"I did my worst! But they followed me, ten, twenty
of them. They hooted and jeered and called rhe the
son of a jailbird! I stood it all. They pelted me
with snowballs. I did not look at them! But I felt
the fire burning and burning in my heart! This Shaw
was their leader. He urged them on. Once I was
tempted to turn round and beg them to stop-beg them
to let me alone. But I knew they would laugh at me.
They would think I was afraid they would hurt me.
Bah! Hurt me! · I would not have been afraid of
those yelping curs if there had been a hund~:ed, instead of twenty! But I was trying to keep the i:i:roniise
to my mother. It was no use--no use! They would
not Jet me! They wou1d not let me!"
Dick was profoundly stirred. All his sympathy
was awakened for t-his unfortunate soul fighting the
mighty battle \vith himself and with the outside forces
that seemed to conspire against him.
"You must not give up, Dave!" he said, earnestly.
0
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"You must keep up the struggle. You will win in the
end. I will help you-I will stand by you!"
He advanced to place a hand on Flint's arm, but
the fello>v recoiled, saying in a low, intense, harsh
tone:
"Don't you put your hand on me!"
"Why, what do you mea_n ?"
"You help me! \Vhy, you have done more to hurt
me than any one else!"
"I have? Flint, you're mad!"
"Yes, you-you! I trusted you-I told you all
about myself. I told you about my unfortunate father
and how he died."
"Yes."
"You promised never to tell any one."
"Yes."
"You lied!"
"Hold on, Dave! Be careful! You are crazy to
make such
talk to me!"
I
.
"You lied!" reiterated Flint. "You betrayed me!"
"It is not true! I did not betray you!"
"You repeated my story to somebody, and it has
passed from lip to lip until every fellow here knows ·
my father died in prison. You did that! That was
the way you helped me!"
"Flint, you never made a greater mistake in your
life!"
'·Do you deny it?"
"Yes. I have never breathed a word to a living
soul. I have not even hint~d any part of the truth to
Buckhart, who had tried to pump me concerning you."
Flint seemed to doubt.
"Then how do they know?"
e
"I can't tell."
"How do they know I told you the story unless
you yourself betrayed me?"
"I can't answer that, Flint; but I give you mv word
-the word of a Mernwell-that I have not toia anything of your secret to a living soul." ·
When Dick spoke like that he was impressive and
convincing to the final degree.
Flint stood there, wavering, but he read honesty and
truth in the face of his companion, and, of a sudden,
he cried:
"I believe you, Dick-I believe you! You are my
only friend ! Forgive me for doubting you!"
And tears started from his eyes.
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CHAPTER X.
"FATE

IS

AGAINST

ME

HERE!"

F lint was overcome by the reaction. He tu rned his
head away, ashamed of his tears. Yet those tears
were proof enough that his hea~t w::is nnt vet h::irdP.necl
hopelessly.
Dick was moved.
"Can you forgive me? .. •asked Flint. humbly. ··1
know I don't deserve it! I know I was a mean fellow to accuse you after all you have done for me!
A nd you are my only friend here! But for you 1 don·t
know what I should have done. But for you I might
have choked Arlington to death, and then where wouid
I be now ! But fo.r you I could not ha Ye sent Little
Bill to the docto r as soon as I did. Poor Little Bill!
But some time he'll be straight and strl111g. anJ he'll
h;,n-e you to thank."
Dave choked.
''Sit down, old man,,. said Dick. a ficr the 111:11111cr
of one friendly lad spe.a king to a . companion he regards as his equal. "\Ve'll talk this thing m·er in a
sensible manner. You were excited when I came in,
and you didn't know what you were saying.··
' 'That's right," eagerly agreed the boy v:ith the
scar . "But I was a fool to talk to you that way. I
know you didn't tell. Dick, though I don ·t see how they
found out so much.'"
He sat down, and Dick dre\\. ·a chair near. The
room was rather bare and cheerless. lt <lid not look
much like Dick's well-furnished, comfortable room.
Dave tried to conceal the fact that he had been \Ycak
enough to let tears well to his eyes. He \Yas ashamed
of it.
"There," smi led Dick, ''nm:v we are comfortaLle.
and we can have a quiet chat. No one will clisturb_us."
"That's right!" exclaimed the outcast, with a flash
of bitterness. '':\'o one \vill disturb us. fo r no om:
except you e\·cr comes · here to see me.··
Dick resolved.to tu r~ Da\·e·s mind from himself for
a few moments, ·at least.
"Have you heard from Little Bi.11 ?" he asked ..
"Oh, yes: heanl to-day. :\ 'n d I have a letter from
the doctor."
· "What does he say?' '
"He says the operation was successfu l and Billy is
comfortable. Billy must keep still for a week or two,
and that will be pretty hard; but the11 he can mo ve
round, thot:tgh -the dod~r - savs he' ll have to stay in

some kind of a strait-j acket a r rangement fo r a w hile
after that."
"That's fine!" exclaimed ' Dick. "Bill ought to be
pleased."
'"Pleased! You shoi:1ld see his letter. Wa it : I'll get
it for you. I want you to see it."
F lint jumped up and brought the letter from a
drawer, gi,·i ng it to Dick. And then. as Merr iwell
opened it and started to read, the scarred lad hastened
to say:
"You know Billy·s ne\·er had much chance to learn.
and he can·l write or spell very well."
Tlie letter was written in a crude way w ith a lead
pencil. Some of the words were d rawn like pri nt.
The s1~el1ing was \\-retched. But it was a most happy.
pathetic little letter, in which Bill Flint told his brother
how j oyous he \\·as because pretty soon he was to be
straight as anybody and other boys could not point at
him any more and er~·, "Crooked Back! Crooked
Back!'" . \nd the little fello\\" was bubbling with antici·p ation of the g-reat th ings he \rnuld be able to accomplish.
"soam tYI\1e. dA Vie," ran the letter, "i'LL Bee
ABnLL Too WoARK LiKe A~ABoDee Al'\D pA Ye
B.-\cKe A"-L THe :MoA:-;ee it HAs KoSTeD yoUe
A>:"D :\wLe diCKe MeRiWel leT yOlTe HAv."
Dick felt his heart swel l as he studied out these
hopeful words.
Flint \\·a s saying:
··Bill mt1st go to school.
Lots of times he has
talked with me aboi1t how fine it is to go to school and
g-et an education. .-\fter I pay you that money I shall
begin saving tn sencl him to school somewhere-bitt
not here! ' '
flint's mice grew harsh as. he spoke the fiual words.
.. Dave ... said Dick. "'l want this letter."
'" \\.hy, \\"hy-\\·hat for?'"
".\fever mi1~d. 1fay T ha Ye it?"'
F'Jir;t hesitated .
"Why, I keep all of Little Bill's letters: · he said.
"J-.1 suppose-I can let you-haYe it."'
Dick resolved at nnce_ to expla in why he wished t()
have that letter.
· ''DaYe. my broth er is· rich. 1 am rich . aithough, by
iriy father's will, I do not come into my money until
I am twenty-one. ::viy br0ther is always looking for an
oppo rtunit~· to help som e one who really deserves help.
Althoi1gh !t _;::; nof ge11erall)' knmrn, he founded the
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Lakeside School for Girls. It was his money that say I broke his nose. He will hate me always, for
brought that school into existence. If he knew about like myself, he'll wear a scar as long as he lives."
"He can blame no one but himself for that. He
Little Bill he would be delighted to help him. My
brother, I am sure, would think it a privilege to put brought it on himself."
Bill somewhere i6 a school and give hi1:1 the education
"He vYill not think so."
"I don't think you have any reason to worry because
he needs. I want to send this letter to Frank when I
of Shaw. It is ivy opinion that he realizes you would
write him about Bill."
·Flint turned his head away, and a great lump be cleared of blame, for it is certain he has made no
swelled up in his throat.
complaint against you. He lied to the doctor about
"All right," he said, in a low tone. "I don't de- the manner in which he was injured. If you don't
serve such kindness from you-after I was mean and get into trouble over this, are you afraid to stay and
suspicious and said such things to you l I-I don't face the rest of the fellows?"
like to accept charity. I will not accept it l But I
"No, I'm not afraid."
"Then stay. I believe the best -way to conquer is
haven't the money now, and Bill ought to go to school.
I'll be glad to have him sent to school, but I'll. pay to face one's enemies."
"I think you're right; but all the struggle will not
back every dollar, every cent that is spent on him.
If your brother sends' Bill to school and gives him an be between my enemies and myself. I am weaker than
education it must be with that understanding. And / I was before I gave w-ay to my anger when Arlington
I'll pay it if I live!"
.
struck Little Bill. I thought I had mastered myself
Dave ' Flint spoke those words like a pledge-an before that. But to-day I became furious because
<Jath. The \vorcls came from the depths of his grate- those fellows followed me and pelted me."
"You will conquer yoi.irself all right, and that will
fol heart.
"Don't worry about that," laughed Dick, as he enable •you to conquer your enemies. Give up this
folded Little Bill's letter and put it into his pocket. foolish idea of leaving Farda!e."
"That will be all right. Little Bill shall have his edu"All right. With you for a friend, with you to
cation, and he shall not be such a burden upon you he:p me, I'll •stay."
while you are obtaining yours. Some time you will be
At this moment there came the tread of feet along
popular here at Fardale, Flint, for you showed to-day the corridor, a steady, regular tramp. Outside the
in the hockey game that you have the stuff in you to door sounded a command to halt. On the door came a
make a top-notcher in athletics. , A fellow who stands sharp rap. Then the door was flung open, and in
high in athletics is bound to be popular in a school the corridor was seen a line of cadets with rifles. It
like this, unless he is very low and cheap."
was the guard, and a cadet corporal stepped into the
The boy with the scar shook his head sadly.
room.
"I can't do it!" he said, with a sigh.
"Cadet Flint," he said, "it is my duty to place you
"Eh? Can't do what?"
under arrest and conduct you to the guardhouse."
"I can't stay here!"
Both Dave and Dick were standing. The 'face of
"\Vhy, you don't mean - - Flin{, you're not the plebe turned pale and his eyes burned.
thinking of leaving Fardale ?"
"On what charge am I arrested, corporal?" he asked.
"I must!"
"On the charge of wantonly and maliciously attack"N o l You mustn't!"
ing and injuring a fellow cadet. You will have tO
"I must l Think, Dick Merri well; how they jeered spend the night ih the guardhouse. You will be tried
at me to-day l Think how they followed me and to-mor;ow."
sneered and pelted me until I entirely lost control of
"YOU see!" said Flint, huskily, turning to Dick.
myself l It is impossible for me to stay here!"
"You see!"
"Flint, if you have the courage, you can live down
"Wait a moment, corporal?" said Dick. "Will yon
their prejudice. I will stand by you through thick permit me to ask, sir, who preferred the charge against
and thin, and you will come out on•top."
Cadet Flint?"
"But this business to-day-it's bound to make trou"It was preferred by Cadet Thatcher."
"You see," said Dick to Flint; "it was not Shaw."
ble for me. You know I hurt Shaw pretty badly; you
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"It's most unfortunate."
"For Thatcher!"
"Sha\\' did not tell that Flint broke his nose.''
"Thatcher will \•:ish he hadn't told!"
"The whole truth must come out now. ·T he investigation must shovv just how the fellows followed and
in sulted Flint until he could endure it no longer. They
pelted him ,,·ith snowballs and ice until he resented an.cl
threw his skates at them, hitting Shaw. Too bad he
didn't hit that fellow Thatcher!"
"I'll hit Thatcher for him!"
Brad was impatient. He felt that he had a duty
to perform \\'ith Thatchd, and he was eager to attend
·
to it.
"Wait a while about that," said Dick. "If vou were
to give Thatcher a thumping and it came out at the
investigation that you did so because of Flint it would ·
hurt F lint's cause."
"Then I won 't explain to Thatcher just why I do
it. I'll thump him on general principles."
"No, Brad; it's no good. It won't do."
CHAPTER XI.
Buckhart sat down in deep disgust.
BUCKHART SEES THATCHER.
"Do you mean to say," he inquired, "that I am not
have the extreme pleasure of punching Thatcher
to
Dick returned to his room and told Buckhart what
in the jaw? Waugh!"
had happened.
"It's a roaring outrage!" declared Brad. "It is, I · • " l ot until after this Flint business is over. I have
know! I'm not in love with Flint. He's too blamed a plari."
The disappointment of the Texan was so keen that
ugly for me to take to him right much, hut he ought
to have a square deal. Pard, this here thing is dead he did not even inquire into Dick's plan.
"I'll go to Professor Gunn," said Dick. "I think
wrong!"
I can tell him enough about Flint to awaken his inter"There's no doubt about that." agreed Dick.
est, and I'll betray no confidences, either. I'll see him
"Whatever can we do?"
right away."
"VVe must do something."
He hurried from the room.
"Let's go and find Thatcher. You hold my coat
Buckhart sat still some little time. He scowled at
and hat while I thump him some."
the floor. Then he lifted his clinched hands and struck
"That won't help Flint."
with his left. A moment later he jumped from his
out
sm~rt
right
a
feelings
my
help
will
it
allow
I
"\Veil,
chair, struck again, guarded, dodged, parried, ducked
bit."
and struck with all his might.
"Flint must be helped."
"Ha! ha!" he said, in satisfaction. "That is 011e
"We can think about that after I get through with
•
Thatcher."
for Dave Flint! How do you like it, Mr. Thatcher?
"Better think about it now."
Squeal on Flint, will you? Well, get up and I'll give
"But I'm just itching some to put my brand on you some more of the same sort! It's just what you
Thatcher."
need a right good lot. When I have finished this
Buckhart's words and manner were laughable, but little job you will see your mistake in talking so much."
Dick did not smile.
Once more he stood on guard.
"I think Flint will come out all .right when the truth
"Ready !" he said. "Come on! Ha!"
is known, as it must be. He won't be hurt. "
Parry, dodge, side step-then a left hander.
"But Thatcher will!"
"Right in the solar plexus!" he remarked, with sat·

"But I did not touch Thatcher!" exclaimed Dave,
in astonishment.
"Thatcher has made the charge on account of Cadet
Shaw,'' explained the corporal. "He claims that he
was present when Cadet Flint made the malicious attack on Cadet Shaw."
"It's no use!" muttered Flint, thickly, in deep dejection. "They are bound to clown me! I am ready,
corporal. March me to the guardhouse! Do anything you like !"
As they were about to march him away in their
midst he turned to Dick.
"Good-by. Merriwell !" he said, hoarsely. "I won't
forget your kindness. But you see fate is against me
here. I'll have to go! Good-by!"
"Forward!" commanded the cadet corporal.
Tramp, tramp, away they went along the corridor
toward the stairs, on the way to the guardhouse with
their prisoner.
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isfaction. "That must have jarred yo,u . a little,
Thatcher! Aren't you sorry you spoke? \Vhat? Not
sorry yet? \Veil, get into geer and I opine I'll be
able to make you sorry before we finish this little
rnmpus."
Once more he went at it, thi s time fiercer than ever.
He struck a number of times, seeming to find it a
difficult fight . Once or twice it seemed that he was
hit, but still he kept at it. Finally, with a tremendous
blow he once more sent his imaginary antagonist down.
Then he stood there, his hands clinched, glaring at the
· floor.
"Have y ou had a great plenty, Thatcher?" he inquired. ' 'I reckoned so. Well, now you are to appear
at Flint's trial to-tnorrow morning and tell the truth.
Understand? You are to tell just how you cheap
dogs drove him i to doing something to defend himself. Got that straight .? Wl1at? You won't? Then
get ilp, Thatcher, and I'll paint the map of Texas on
your mug! You'll ha Ye to promise before I'm finished
with you. You hear me shout!"
There was a pause, at the end of which Brad smiled
with sati·sfaction.
"I thought you'd promise!" he said. "And novY
you want to keep your word, for if you don't, by the
great horn ~poon I'll hunt you up after the trial is over
and give you something a hundred times worse than
this! You hear me! I will, I know!"
Having delivered himself thus, Brad grinned a.nd
seemed uncertain wh~t he would do. That uncertainty
did not continue long. He took down his cap and
put it on his head.
"I think I'll go find Thatcher," he said, and went
out.
When Dick returned to that room about an hour
later he found Buckhart bathing a swollen eye in cold
water.
" Hello!" Merri well exclaimed. ".\rVhat have you
done?"
"Thatcher!" was the answer.
"\i\That ?"
"I couldn't help it, pard. J felt it my solemn duty,
and I \vent forth and performed that duty. Thatcher
will tell all about what those galoots did to Flint.
He'll spin a straight yarn when he stands before the
court to-morrow. I made him promise that. Then I
made him a promise. I allowed that I'd know if he
failed to keep his word, ~nd I'd sure give him some
more of the same."
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"He gave you a ·black eye!"
"You should see the two black eyes I gave him!"
Dick sat down and laughed.
It's no ' use, Brad," he said; "you can't be held in
check!"
I
"Well, I don't opine this will do Flint any harm,"
said the Texan. "And Thatcher isn't likely to put up
much of a holler about what happened to him. I'm
some satisfied with what I've done for Flint. How
did you get along?"
"First rate."
"You saw Old Gunn?"
"Yes. I told him enough to interest him in Flint.
I told him how Flint had worked and saved to have
his brother treated, and how he was thought mea~
and cowardly by the boys of his class. I explained
how he was driven into defending himself to-day.
The professor thought it might be best to leave him
in the guardhouse to-night, but to see that h~ is exonerated to-morrow. F lint will come out of this affair with flying colors."
"So will Thatcher-black-and-blue. He put up a
right good fight, pard, but I felt that I had right
my side, and the way I went into him was too much
·
for him at last.' '
"Well, we can retire feeling that we have done ·
everything possible for Dave Flint."
' 'I reckon. And he'll come off all right sure."
But in the morning it was found that F lint was
gone. During the night he had escaped from the
guardhouse. He had disappeared.

on

CHAPTER XII. ·
THE LAST STRUGGLE.

It was near morning when Dave Flint finally succeeded in escaping from the guardhouse. The cadet ·
on guard was asleep as Dave stole out.
Dave had slept none that night. All night he li!Od
watched and worked to secure his freedom, fearing
that he would not succeed before dawn. His heart
was full of bitterness and despair. His high hopes and
aspirations seemed tottering to their fall.
When he was safely outside, he paused to put on his.
shoes. which he had removed in order that he .might
]Jass the sleeping sentr.y without disturbing the fellow.
The dawn star was gleaming white above the horizon. The air was still and cold. All the blue _skY.
spread over his head was aglitter with jewels.
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The academy buildings rose dark and still. He <lows,' which seemed to glare back at him icily, causlooked toward the barrncks, where in not a window ing a shiver.
was there a ray of light. He ti;rned toward the gym"Good-by!" he muttered once more.
nasium, which crouched behind the other buildings,
Then ·he faced .aboµt again and walked swiftly over
and somehow it seemed like a great animal on the point the hill.
of springing. This caused him to start away in fear.
*
*
*
*
*
*
]'he snow gave forth a sharp crunching sound beNine o'clock in the forenoon.
neath his feet. He shivered and drew his coat about
Flint had been trudging steadily along the roaJ.
him as he passed the barracks. \Vhen he had gone He was in the country. Several
times he had met
on a little distance, he turned and looked back.
teams
on
the
road.
Once
or
twice
he
had been passed
r
Something was pulling at · his heart. He had not by teams. He \vas regarded curiously by those he
fancied he would feel this way about.leaving. A short encountered. Twici! he stopped to ask his way. The
time before stealing from the guardhouse he had im- second time he inquired of an old farmer who was
agined he would hasten with joy from the place where splitting wood in his front yard. The farwier surveyed
he had met so much disappointment.
him curiously, leaning on his ax, which rested in turn
He remembered now how his heart had beat when on the chopping block.
\
"You're one of them cadet fellers from Fardale
he first set eyes on the academy buildings. Then he
had felt sure he would be welcomed and treated like Academy, ain't ye?" questioned the wood-chopper, m
a brother in this most democratic of schools. It turn, looking at Dave's clothes.
scarcely seemed possible that he was stealing away
The boy felt it was useless to .make a denia.
now, after such a short stay, an outcast, despised and
"Yes," he said. "How far is it to Bellows Corners?"
hated by his own class.
"About four miles. 'vVhere you goin' ?"
Had Flint been a fellow of weakness he might have
"To Bellows Corners, of course. You say take the
broken, down and wept. There was a feeling in his
heart more intense than that required to bring tears to first road to the left after passing through the woods?"
"Yep, fust road to the left an' keep straight on.
the eyes of most boys. But he steeled himself now.
Low down in the east there was a faint paleness that \\That you goin' there fer?"
' "Business."
told of coming day.
"You ain't runnin' away from the school, are ye?"
"I must hurry!" he muttered.
"No,
I'm not running away." To himself Flint
Still he lingered. He looked toward a certain win'dow. It was the window of Dick :Merriwell's room. added: "I'm walking."
"I didn't know but ye was. Feller came along here
"My only friend!" he said, chokingly. "I'll not
from
that school once that was runnin' away. I set
forget you ! There are not many like you, Dick!
Good-by! \Ve may never meet again, but I'll not for- the posse arter him that came in pursuit a little while
~rter. They ketched him jest about t\.vo mile t'other
get you!"
side of Bellows Corners.' 1
He set his back toward the academy buildings and
Flint went on.
strode on. The' cold air reddened his cheeks and made
"There must be something suspicious in my appearhis ears tingle. Crunch, crunch, sounded the snow
ance," he mut~red. "I suppose they'll send out purbeneath his feet.
suers after me. It wouldn't do to let a fellow escape
On a rise he paused, for there he knew he could from the guardhouse and get
off without trying to
look back and see the buildings for the last time.
recapture Rim."
The light in the east had risen and broadened, with
'v\Then he had passed 1through the woods and ara faint amber tinge, low down, gradually fading. 'The rived at the road that branched off
to the left he
stars were dying in the blue sky. The world was halted.
sleeping beneath its ·white spread.
"I don't think I'll go to Bellows Co~ners," he said.
Dave looked toward the academy buildings, which "If they do follow me, that old fellow will tell them
now could be distinctly seen, even at that distance. I've gone in that direction."
tl'he light from the eastern sky glinted on their win-.
He took the other road,
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Dave found himself g rowing hungry as the day :idvanced. He ha.d eaten nothing the previous night.
nor had he partaken of any breakfast. Being a strong,
·
he'a~ty ·lad. he· felt the ·need ·of food keenly.
"I must ha Ye something to eat!" he finally exclaimed.
He hacl some money in his pocket. and he called at
the next farmhouse.
The ii1a1i •of· the hoi.1se was away, hut the woman
asked hirri · in; whe{1 he told her .he was hungry and
would i_)ay for something to eat.
''I don?t hapj)en to have much of ·anything cooked.''
;,he, said. "I gor some bread and pJenty of mil~." ·
·"Bread ·and · 1ni.lk ! That's good enough fo1'. meT'
exdaimed·: nave. "Let :me have som-e of that.'' ·
So he was gi ,-e~ a pitcher of milk; p}e1ity of bread,
a bowl and a spoon. He Sat do\\:11 at the bare harcl"·oocf fa'.IJie. and ate. ·· Ne\·er in hi-s life had food tasted

better.
The \\'Oman lo6Red him 6n:r thn)t-igh her spectacles.
"Ha,;e \66 been fra\'eling fur?'' she asked. · in a
kindly tone.
";\ot ,·ery.'' answered Dave. "h's a good day. ~ but
·
if fooks some like a stonn 1~ow:..
"·Yes-; g't.iess we're goin' tci l1av-e ..somemore sno-w.
Yott seciir <freaclfol hf!ngry.''·.
"I a1n.,.
''Eat all you want.''
"Tlfan~ you ; · I'H pay." ·
"T~wo(iklii't ta:ke no pa)·. Where are you bound?"
"1-I'm going 1.o see my brothel': ·:·1 6\ll't afford
ld speii:d the money for car . fare; so'Ti11 walking.''
::?That's.· the "'aY lo econon1ize. The cents make the·
<lo"rfars. · Save yotu" ce1its and yoi.1'11 15e rich some time.
~It. Cook....,..::Jie's-. ·my-man..:..;._he's been ~avin' .all hls life,
and now we're pretty well off: I have to glve hilil
the credit, for I suppose I was naterally a spender
as a g·irl, alwus wa11tin' dresses and pretty things."
She sighed. "I .don't need so many · things now.
\Ve've · invested our rnoney~never keep any i·bund the
house-:-until 'we own considerable pi·operty; but sorilehow I don't seem to knm\· "·hat to ~pend a ·dollar for
now when T ha,·e it .. ,
. ba,·e "·as " ·illii1g she should talk oil. but \Ylie11 she
began to question him again he liastellecl to ernde allS\veri:ng, and soon 1:ose to go . . She would take nothing.
'
. .
.
.
Jf.e-fhanked her arid strocl-e <\way. · · .
A mile beyond that house:::fle ' cai1~e :t6 litt1e '. \Vhitc
church on a hill. He ''"as do!f tfrect' ''Ifad~-of-' fi1e
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church were -some horse sheds. Dave decided to ·go in
;, :
there and rest.
One part of the ·horse sheds was boarded in and
wood was kept there. He went into the woodshed and.
sat clown on the floor in a <lark corner, his back against
the \Yall. It was not so very uncomfortable n1 there, ·
and he sat thinking bitterly of the rnisfortui1e that had
befallen him. \Nithout realizing that he was sleepy, ·
,
he fell asleep.
\Vhile he slept the searchers trailed him down. ·
They had struck his track at last, and followed him
there. making inquiries along the road. He had been
se:eil going along ·the road towa.rcl the little church,
but no one had seen him on· the road beyond it: S0
they turned back and ca1ne to the church. One of
them suggested that he might be hiding in; the horse
sheds.
A number of parties . had been sent out to search fori .
him. This particular party contained Chester Arling- ·
ton. · .And it was Chester who stepped into tbe wood-;
shed and struck a match: which he held above his head, :
A cry came from his lips, and Flint's eyes opened· to
behold standing thus with the burning match. the . fellow he regarded as his worst enemy.
"Here he is!'' shouted Chester, triumphantly.
~"" ..
The others came rushing in.
Flint _sprang up.
· ·" Stirrendel· !" was· the cry.
They tried to take him,
Without uttering a smind, Flint 1:esistecl. He hurled
one fel19\1· agai~st the part;iion )\"i1.h such f~rce that
the boy fell strn!necl to the floor. .Another was lift~d
a1id__ dashed against . the · pile of wciod. When _'they
g1:asped him he tore himself loo.se. His strength ·wa§·
astounding.
The boys uttered cries of pam and astonishment,"
and ,
lJUt no sottnd escaped Flint's lips. His strength
.
fury dazed them:
~ave had his eyes on .\rlington. Chester had urged
the others Oil. \mi he Soug11t to escape when he . saw
Flinf Ring the last one aside and reach for him . .
)

. Jt was too late . Flint g1·asped him, and Arlington
" 'as compelled to fight. He struck Flint in the- face
several time~. but . the outca'it did not seem to mi1id·'
those blo\\·s any more than h_e wonk\ have minded rai1;drops. He dropped on one knee and flung Cheste"r
backward over the otlier. ·
··uofr't Flint F' gasped ~'\rlingtori, : in sudden hoi.-~ ·
ror. · "'Dci1:i·r·kil1 °rne2please <ldn~t !"
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Flint's silence w~s terrible. His eyes seemed to
The Next
f4umber.
(356 ) Will Contain ' r
.
,.
blaze in th~ gloom of the clark shed.
"Help!" screamed Chester. "Help! He is going
.to murder me!"
At that moment a foa ming horse was reined up just
OR,
outside, and Dick Merriwell leaped from the back of
the animal. He had not been sent out \vi th any party
Frank Merriwell Fighting for a Fortune.
fo look for Flint, but had asked lea\'e to search independently. He had hired a saddle-horse and had followed Dave by asking questions along the road. He
,,
.
was passing the church when he heard the sounds of
the struggle in the sheds behind it.
I
·Once before Dick had sa Yed Chester from Flint,
I
and again he was barely in time. Flint did not know
"
what he meant to do_, but he kne\Y there was someDAt~GER
thing black and terrible in hi s heart. Dick did not
use force, but he got close to Da,·e and looked into
. Great Mining Syndicate's Plot to St~a l the
his eyes, speaking in a low tone.
arnous. Merriwell Mines in Mexico.
"It's all right, Dave," he said, quietly. 'fl have
fixed it all right for you at the school. Professor Gunn
P~pul~r Ameri<:an Heroes
.
will see that you get justice. He has promised me.
fiice Possible Ruin.
Don't hurt Arlington. Daw; he isn't worth it. Let
him. go.'_'
FARDALE SPECIAL, January 10.-Startli ng revelaWhat was the secret of Dick Merriweil's pO\ver; tions h;i\-e developed this week. Frank and R1chard '
His _influence o\'er Dave F lint was most amazing~ Merri)yeJI stand in great danger of losing their fatht'l''s
1
Dave seemed to return to his senses, and Chester \,ya s · famous g6klmii1es in )dexicd. T he Consolidateci .11:ining Association of Arnerica has concocted a plot b.y··
permitted to slip t'o the floor.
\Yhich they intend to absorb the Merriwell holdings.
·Dick took . Dave·s arm and helped him up.
F1ir1t Leitest reports state that Frank Merri well lias' taken up
seemed weak as a child now.
the fight against this ·po\\'erful syndicate and will -con:
"I am glad I found you, my friend!" said Jvierriwell. test every ihch bitterly.
'am cleared for action," said .
"There is no reason why, you should run away. Come the renov\·ned Y;ale athlete to a Tip Top r:epresenta-. _
tive. "This is likely to be the greatest fight of" m::
'back with me. Trust me. It will be all right. "
life. Not only am I making this battle in my own in~
*
*
*
*
*
*
terests, but I have niy brother Dick's interests as well
Flin~ returned to the academy and was exoneratec!
to defend. Should the syndicate succeed we will be
on his trial, for the boys who had followed him from left in poverty. Personally I do not fear po\·e~ty.
the . lak~ after the hockey ~ame confessed that they had ~o ·: nan \\'it]~ p~ir of ~ancls and_goo~! he~lt~ should.
.
.
•
I ha\'e faced and fouo·ht
it once before m mv life. But
0
nagged him heyoncl endurance and forced lmn
to deI .
·d f - fi
· d
no w 111tend to put up t 11e st1.ffest k'
'111 o . a g 11t, an
fe1icl himself.
"
·
·
·
the Consolidate d Mining Association of America will _
From that day Daye Flint wai held in greater re- learn before they get through with this affair what it
spect by the cadets generally, fo r they had come · to means to be in a fight to the finish " ·ith Frank Merri-realize that he possessed wonclerfnl strength and could 're!L"
These are stirring time~ .
fight ·and would fight when compelled to do so.
-Be on the look out for developmen ts. For full par.
As ,for Dave, the friendship and help of Dick :\1erticulars of the desperate battle nO'W being waged beriwell . was of priceless Yalue to him in many ways.
t\\·een the plotty syndicate and Frank :.\'lerriweij ·re.a d .
THE END.
Tip Top~~. 355.
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readers, which appear in this column. Indeed, these letter:> have been so highly praised that Sireet & Smith,
always anxious to serve and benefit their great public,
have decicled to offer twe1ve valuable prizes for the twelve
be;t l~tte~s received from Tip Top readers in the next stx
months. These twelve prizes \Vill be

TWELVE GOLD FOUNTA IN PENS
of the highest grade.
Now.', then, all our ambitious young letter writers will
b"' anxious to win one of _these fine prizes. All you have
to do is to follow these directions:
Write a letter to Tip Top W eeldy, discussing any feature of the famous publication, its characters, plots, athletics, · contests, tournaments or anything that infPresses
you especially; then write acrcls the top o~ it "Prize Le{~
ter," and send it to Street & Smith. So that the contest
may be absolutely fair, the reader:; of Tip Top are to act
as judges,. and the letters which receive the greatest m11nber of votes will be a~varded the prizes. Corne on now,
boys- Cl.n·d , ~irls ! $hqw us whi,ch one of all our ymmg .
Shakcr-1.:ie'ares are the best letter ,;,-riters.

H av ing been an enthusiastic admirer of your Tip Top ·weekly
c\·er since No. 136 was published-fou r years ago to-day-and
never having taken up any of your valuable space before, I thollght
! would do so now. I w~.; h to repeat wh at so many others have
r.aid--::-that you s-hould be commended for the great work ·yo.u are
doing in bringing before the public the greatest series of boys'
stories--for thry are boys' stories, even though they- possess a
i;r~at attraction for girls and grown-ups-ev er written. You
should l.Jc ·commended for bringing before the youth of our ·iand
stories which cannot fail lo inspire in th em a desire for phy-sic'<ll
perfection which wiH be invaluable to them when they begin to '
g row old. But hold on! I am goir.g to quit this kind of talk!
You have. heard all this so many times before that it must make
you very, -very weary every tinJ.C" you read it-so switch off. I
see, with great satisfaction, that noble Bart's enemies have been
neatiy squelched by the avalanche of letters which came to his
defense after their cowardly attack on the best character in Tip
Top, exceptin~, of course. Frank l\Ierriwell, who, while not perfect, is as near to it as you will ever be likely to find any one.
My opinion of these bigoted cads is that they sought notoriety,
and, with their small amount of brains, being unable to think of
a more honorable method, determined upon mud-slinging to gain
it for them. Well, they got the notoriety all right, but in such
a manner that it must give them unbounded sati sfaction. So!l\uch has been said and written in Bart's defense that I think the
ground has been pretty well covered, and thcre' remains nothing
more to be said. To read some of your sentimental girl rcader5'
letters, one would think that Dick was some South American
Indian, marrying him off at sixteen. Whoever heard of anybody, unless he was insane, getting married at sixteen in this
enlightened age? As near as I can figure, taking Frank as a
criterion, they are at least four yea rs too previous. But perhaps
they mean to coh1e early and avoid the rush. And, besides, . l
have . "th inked a thought," as . Jack R~ady would say, t.ha\,. wl1~
the tune does come for another marriage controversy. 1t will not
be Doris versus F.elecia, but June versus Doris. Dick loves Felecia as 01-1e cousin should love another; but, as to his loving her
the way he should love the girl he marries, it is absurd. DiCk
has gathered a fine flock about him at Fardale. and it is my earnest wish that they remain with him through his college cour$e.
\Vith good luck to Messrs. Street & Smith, congratulation s to
Burt L., and wisf1es that Tip Top may go on and on in its sue~
cessful caree r, I will close this apology for a letter.
:-Jew York City.
"A TrP ToPPF.11.'' .
After four years' experience with Tip Top, you should be a
competent judge of its mt!rits, so hail your opinions with a warm
welcome, and are gratified that it is a source of pleasure to you.
You .show wisdom in leaving the love aflairs to the futurc;).and
none of us could prophesy now as to the outcome. Do not let
another four years elapse before we hear from you again, but
make it soon.

Mr.

I am a reader of your books, and I like them ,·ery much, for I
think they are .i ust what a young man wants to read. They have
reading in them that does a young man good. I know it has
If Dick works the same as Frank did. I think he will win. •J
would like to see Dick's football team win this season, for I think
he deserves it, for he has worked hard enough to get the boys tog('ther.
A. ELT.rs.
Ogdensburgh. N. J.
One more word in the oce:rn of parisc whoso tides touch every
shore.

me.

I have been a conotam . reader and admirer of your most excellent "·~ekly from ~o. r to present date, and although I h4Ve
never written to you' before now, neve rth eless I have always
i:onsidered your magazine to be the best of its kind ever published, and I have read them all. I think i\fr. Standish's latest
ereation, June Arlington, is one oi the best he has ever intrb'~
duced, and, premattfrc as it may seem, I would like no thing
better than to sec her marrv Dick. I realize that this stateme11t
will give -rise to quite a sen;ati on among the Dorisites, but if is
my honest . opinkin that she and Dick would g•et on ·finely -tOf.
gcthrr. I think Hal Darrell is a ve ry good character also, and I
<m gctti:ig to lk ju>\ :is much intcrest;:-d in Dick as I used to be
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in Frank. .I ho pe )'OU will be able t.o find .. room ior thi s in yo ur
Applause Column, and with best wishes for good luc~ _to ~fr.
Standish and Messrs. Street & Smnh, and also to all l 1p 1 oµ
:vL V, ?-.!ILLER.
readers, I beg tb sign myself, .
Boston; Mass.
There is always room for a letter from one of our readers in
the Applause Column, and we add, let us hear from you again.

a girl, there are many things in Dick 's characte.r which y.ou couJd
be proud to kn ow i11 your O\irn , so let 111m $!!1 1 be you.r beacon
light.

:\s .I have not seen any letter in your Applause Cohtt n n from
out· city 1 thO!lght I wo uld try to write one. I want to. congratulate :\lr. B. Standish for, such a splelidld book. It 1s the
It is the book far tl)c American. youth. I
best I ever read
rt'commencl it t o any boy or gentleman. ';\!r. :\Ierrill'cll is worth
I ha~e . been taking your Tip Top Weekly since No. 326. There
admiring. He is a sta r athle te and a yo tmg he ro. Jun e .Arlingto11
are many good reasons why Tip Top is the best weekly pubis the girl for :\Ir. :\1e?Tiwell. It seem s to m e t hat he thmks more
lished. One of them is that Frank. Dick and Bart arc shining
of June than Doris or Fe lecia; and June loves Mr. Merriwell. She
lights for young m en and boys tD folloll'; another is that it cltlnha s thought a great dea l of him ever since he kept off th ose
tains very little bad language. l like the physical culture department, because young rnen and boys who wi sh to become hea lth:1 horrid do gs. She showed it when sh e gave h im her charm ;iur:l
told him to keep it ' 'Alway s, always." Jun e came lo him in t he
<md strong haYe a good opportunity to do so. l think your ph otime of n ~ ed and saYed the day for Dick and his companion s.
tographic contest is all right and encourages the boys and girls
Ju st rea d No. 3++ and yon will agree with m e that Jun\! Arlington
to learn photography. The baseball and football contcsls arc good
is the gi rl for Dick Merriwcll. I h ope it will be 'M r s. Mern for adverti ~ ing ~he, football and ):>a sebal_l team s. 1 think. all th ~
rhere arc many mfrn o t
wcll so rrte day. and so docs Dick. Tip Top is \\'Orth reading and
chllractets 111 Tip fop arc all r1ght.
Hurrah! for Di ck, Jun e and Mr.
publications on the market at the present time, so that it is n ot ·Dick is wo rth admiring.
CuEsTER KnrnROUGH.
Stand ish:
remarkable that this is the best. I will close with a hearty d 1e\:r
DEWITT Couns.
Richmond, Mo .
for Tip Top. Your s truly,
(;!ad to hav e; Richmo nd repres ented so ably i_n our columm.
Garner, Hancock Co., Ia.
You ~ee m to be ·a great admirer of o ur n e11· h crom c. and she dcYou are ev id ently one of Tip Top' s all-arol111d friend s, for do
scnes your praise for sh e is a fine girl.
you not find· cause for enthusiasm in every respect, It is fine to
see it, and you rl!u st write again .
\.\'e have r ea d t11c Tip Top for a year and th ink it is the king of
book,;. D ick is Ille greatest ahcl grandest boy that ever lived .
Having been a constai1t rea der of Tip Top for ove r three
Felecia and D o r is are S\\'eet g irl s. but clear little Felecia is th e one
years, I can no longer keep from adding rny ' 'Applause" wi th til l'
for Dick, o ur nobl e boy. W e 11·i!l lea.l'e :\l r. Bun. L. Sta ndi sh lP
many other ardent admirers of )'Ollr now famous publicati on. I
~<:t ile the matte r about Dick's love affairs. Y.rarik is supe r io r to
\irish , to thank Burt L. throu g h these colum n s for the masterly
all bovs of his age, and so is hi s clea r o ld fri en d Bart. \ Ve .are
way he has po in ted our the eYil of the cigarette habit. By reason
Ye ry gfad In za and Elsie haYc settled theii- ma tt er to 'u it thcm. of his plain talks on this subj ect I ha 1·c giv en up smoki,ng of
:-e!Ye>. vV c th ink Jun e Arlington is a d ea r girl, too, :md \\'e t hink
e very kind. A s I aspir e to lie a good athlete wh en olde r. l an!
she is Dick's nlascot. vVe ho pe the time will come wh en Che;tcr
nlso greatly interested it1 all hi s advice on trainin g. I ha 1·c t ricd
,\•ill be Dick 's fri end . \ ;l,' ith three chce f· ,; for Dick. F rank. a nd
to imit:ite ·'Dick's rliving tackle" and s ucceed fairly well. \Vi ih
WI LL IE l\IcCM. L.
t heir cro\\'d, ai1 cl best wishes to Burt L. Standi sh. we wiil
best :wishes to Tip Top, l \\'ill c!o:;c, from · ·
:tltAGGXE AND Go!.01E STEWART.,. :·
do,;l'. Two s'is ters, .
· Sfonv.ham, '.\fass.
, Krnton . ·Ohio.
.Siicces~ to. you, and the greate st <imount of it, as a .fo llo\\'e r ·of
Li ttle · \\:ond e r that Di ck ;ind hi s young friend~ a r c of such de"p
Dick Mehiwell. You could hav e no bette r model, and I·· am sur e
·
intcr°c'st io you. \Ve a re glad ' th ey ha1·e such 1i'arm and cntlwsiyou 'Vi:ill never tegrct your ambition to be like him . ·
·ast ic :idmire rs among o ur g irl readers.
.-·-· - A s I have not seen any letters from· this town I thought I
· 1- 1:ikc grea t .p !eas uft' in writihg you nnd .'lettii'1g you know h b1\•
weultl writ e o ne. I hav e bee n a n ::ade r of th(' Tip Top ' \ Vecklv
highly I cstee111 ·the· Tip Top Weekly. · I do no t thi1ik it the be, t
'fot -siime time. I hope Dick will succeed ih hi s football tl~tn;,
a1icj I wi sh Frank succ ess in managing 1he ha scba!l team. I should bo0 k for young a1itl old. b!lt am thoroughly convi nced Of tlk fact
'-"I am· bold enough to -say it is fa1' .above all otlier \Veckli'cs 11t'W
'Jil\e .ta hear more a bout Old ']oe Crowfoot. I hope lo s'ce this in
jirint oefo r c long. J will close. wi shing Burt L. Standish a long ' ii~ print. J wi sh• to <;Gri!,(ralulate l\Ir: Siandi sh e n hi F: d('nr wr'it ing. H opin i< for thL s'ucccss of Tip T o p, and fh anking :'y0u . f_or
.life and S!lcecss to Tjp Too \ ·Veekly. I remain, very truly yours ,
_' . ,
publishing n1y pid t.tresr ~\· hich -are thi s week iii-. U1 <..Chfl ok . l . r.~, " North Ansori . :Ille.
· · .. H?~mn- i\·foi.;'!'t.Et.: ·
nia,i1, ft , co n sta h t:~reittk r of TiJl Top,
ELMEk S ..\\vYER.·
-~'·'-'
·
. ...
.
b es ~lnlne~.:. l o\\'-a. ''.
After D ick's Sl!Ccess1 in all hi s unde rtakin gs we' c~'n blit look
'.\fany ·\ha nk s' for your . wa r m praise of Tip Top ... : '.'Th11 hr:!;t", i";
forward to the same resttlt in hi s football \\·o rk. i-Ie . is a ):di.mg
.
. .
.
' wondet·. That is ·a certalnty. . ·
,. -. ..
;": what _they. a.11 ..say qf ~t:
-·
: I hn,·e read e·vei·v' 'f-ip 'rop 'frnm .No. 1 ·~o· clatc;:bllf can :frnfh . j\s . I .a m one ..of your .constai~t..rcader s. a nd have not see n any
Jettei's Jro11} . this place I lho,1,1ght , it .1\ras ni.y. du1y to "let .,y<i'l~· k1iow ·fon j ~<ls ti ~t,,ofjti · 11ie: .?-iPrlause, T1iiv~t read_~ ·fett~r: · 1hc1:ein
m e ·10 1\'ntt fh1's';' :is that
.\Vn\l;t I Jhciught abo1it Tip . -r op. My f,;l~o'ritcs are Dick. Frai1i-. that (lid m e., so nmd1 .isood, a nd inspired
1 :hll1°c•.waited-' fo r
of "A White-H ot'D.ori's Cha1\1p ion 1'o-in" )fo.
·13i!rt: ;Bfad, E!Sie, ,Inza, Eclccia anct Tubli s. J. .. think C!i,(:st~r
j ust Sl!Ch a lette r. ai1ci c:innot allcnv fi·.to gO ' ui1hns1vcrdl. . 'P c;i'n /\rfoigton an~!. .hi s gang a r c ri1scal s. l. thi nk Jl1~1c i~ ' q. lady.. J
lia_ve '.in t fini·s.hed reading Tip' Top N.o. JM a11d ; hope Dii:k .\vill not allow him lo be th e only r c;tl -Doris ch:unpion. The re:tdt: r ,;
om:
tif the Ti-p Tim . and:Avnbu.s~ Columq ~ h a ll ·k n \i>w tt1at · tl\~.'"': is _
.~e·ep G:ard11~r o n. the eleven. Hopii1g.. to .sec thi~ ·.. i11..' print.
. · BERTlE C. }IARRisp:...
m-0rc,',at kas~,'. who-,cau .be .-J ust. as out~k~n a t1;.<l \;fl~hu s1 :\ S~1c,ovc r
· ~ar1y ·. <4,1te;. I ren:a in, ~ yoi1ts truly .. ···
.
,., Kalama zoo, i\J.1c!1. , .
.the J'.el.ecta~Dor;~ ques-llorr. I :hard}y It!< ~ 1.hc:1 d~!.1- o.f~th1;i: pc_r.~'!n
·.· That .is ·ri gl1t. See that Kalaniazoi:> ii repre sented ·in. the Ap- ·d~~clai·ing h11t1.~d.f CIJIHIJrnndC'r·111-ch1ef. 9.~ Il l L.Jl)c :,.Oeqs <1h!!-mj}!0i1S.
T wiH1ld lil;e tfol.l p_osit.io11 . 111y ~el f . I witi; a1~. Ehie.ad.nJ.ir<;'r to .the
pfat}:;e Col!lmn. By doing so . ii .is b1'o nght in to llch wi.t l) c\-.e.ry
·
fo1.ii;h .. .".<111cl bcqlllse:.Im:a \\'o n out I . ~was 11)<1 ch <li ~ilJ)po iHt ~·J.. .. :T
.fo1yji ~11 ~, e 'L'nited Strit~s.
q;iid that. the .Tip Too .had lost :ill it3 cltarm for ,. m e, ;rnd . th at I
murm\1r(·.r!.
·~ J{ I w~r~ a boy 1 woui'd never give up until l co1ild he ju~t lik,, ,~·01ild nev"r read 1hem agai r1\ but I did, and I Tnever
can sfand it 110
·now · I must.
:Pie..!> · :\forriwcll. He ccrtai1Jly .is the li111rt. In reading about ·1 n i;Ycr \H', l<' o'f thi" before. hnt
iQ iJl~!'r. and my fc r \'o r . Tthi11k . is just as hof .as -that ·of my f1:ic,wl.
i;J i ~k · it has helped mi;. to corre.~t 1ny wor'3t fau lt-a ·bad temper.
the ll' hi te- ho l l)nri s chamµi on. I th ink th a t;. n ~a rly all oi th e ('!Id
,J .. Ii.ke .all ·the characters of tlw Tip Top ,·cry muc h. Of the girl,:
El ..;kitts arc fo r Dori s; fo 1' these !wo ·cha.raetcrs are so ni11ch ;i!ike.
I like Zon a and· June Arlington . I hope .that in time Dick will
vVc. Jost Elsie.. \)11t \rn .,;lu1ll not lose Dori ~, n ot. if public . o}J i11i'tm
wip ·Chester A. as hi s frie11d. \Vi shing to sec my letter in the
ao!l nt s. iqr we shall fi g h t for lwr, sw eet. lit.tie Doris. Sh e i;; -tJ1c
A,ppla;1Be Cel u11111 l ll'i!J not make it too lon g. but will ·close now,
;;;rnw to me as tls i.e .\ \·as; she has the sa me. joving way~. the same
C1,.11'.
·wit h .he ~t wishes to Bun L. a nd Street & Sm ith. .
,;unny .hair, a nd· )1er eyes-I Bften imagille I can Sec h1:r ~ye~, Jrnc
. .. .
.
. _
·.
..Wa.itsburg, Wash.
.' You have th t> tighl icl~<t>\ :1111d wh.en yop ieel that th.cr.e is, sqmc ·am\. tender, and as· blue as. if som~ litlle bl ue Ho wer s had lost th eir
heart~ tp1 dcr l1c.r. .fong las hes. '. \ Vhe11·1 st-0p and think T a sk myone who is t ruly a model; th en you · a rc wise le \mi.lat e, £,·en a>
~.
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self: \Vhy this Felecia-D oris controversy? Surely eve ry one
knows that Doris is Dick's sweetheart and that he lo\·es this dear
little girl. The author has shown us this, he has shown us that
she also loves our noble hero, t his brother of King Merr iwell, this
handsome, daring Dick. Felecia was Dick's playmate, and that
seems years ag~ now, she is just his \:Ousin. a clear irien<l, but
she can never ta~ Doris' place, our beloved Doris, queen of our
hero's heart. Come I Feleciaites, send in your say. A rouse us, we
Doris champions; let the tight be furious, for it cannot last long,
we shall outnumber you, we shall declare Do ris queen of the
Tip Top an<l Dick shall be king, for Frank has retired for the
time. Dick and Doris shall reign, they will set the true example
for the boys and girls of America. Shall it not be grand~
Brave, noble Dick; sweet, gentle Doris; they shall walk through
the flowers that we strew before them.
LENDALL.
~h. Clemens, Mich.
You, dear reader, arc a spirited chafl1pion an<l an ardent follower. Some of your poetical sentiments touch us, as they will
touch thousands of Tip Top readers, and we trust that with you
as one of the foremost leaders the forces of our little lady,
lJoris, will be led on to credit and renown.

I have been a constant reader of your cxcclltnt Tip Top
\Vcckly from No. I up to date, and think it the best weekly of its
kind puulishcd. I like Dick the best, but think Darrel is all
right, too. Obediah is also one oi my farnrites. Wishing you
success and hoping to sec this in t'rint, I r~main,
Steubenville, Ohio.
.
DoN.\LD C. DOUGHERTY.
Thank you for your timely views on Tip Top. The readers
say that it is all that it could be.
I have been awaiting a favorabl~ n1oment in which I could write
a word of praise to the Tip Top. I have read every Tip Top book
from No. 259 to the present number, and can honestly say as my
many friends say, that it is the best book of its kind. I have
recently bought some of the early m1ii\be rs, and think they are
fine. I have read other weekli.es, but found them to be only poor
imitations of the king of weeklies. The Dick Merriwell stories
that began in 1\o. 285 of the Tip Top are great stories of school
life in an academy. Dick has had many bad enemies at school,
but I hope when he leaves Fardale .that' his present ones will b~
friends. Chester Arlington is indeed a ba<l enemy, for when he is
down it is hard to keep him rlown long. Although he has made
many attempts to knock Dick out, he has not succeeded in keep- 1
ing him out. Unless Dick _kecps on the lookout for Chester, he
will prove to be a more dangerous enemy than Hugo Darkmore
was. I think Brad will be a true friend to Dick, as Bart Hodge
has been to Frank. I followed the baseball stories closely this
summer and found them to be very interesting, as all Tip Top
hooks are. Hoping- that the Tip 'Top will continue its great
stories, and hoping that Dick will go on the stage for awhile after
he gets through school, I am,
·
H. S. FAUNCE.
Somerville, Mass.
An applause letter, indeed,. _with nothing but praise for our
young hero. It is true that he has some enemies, but is not that
to be expected. Compare the list of th9sc to that which contains
his friends and we w111 find t!Hl former far in the minority.
Even th!!Y n~t1st admit his good qualities, and in the end may
become what Brad and others are to him now.
Having read the only "ideal publicq.tion for American youth"
since No. r, and always reading the Applause, it has never been
my luck to read such an unreasonable letter as written by "A
White-Hot Doris Champion." True love never runs smooth, and
for him to pick out a wife for Dick. who is not yet out of school,
and not even out of his teens. will wake some of us old-timers
up, and we will have a word or two in the controversy. We
have, and will have, confidence in Burt L., the one and oniy
author for the growing youth of this country. 'Why, " \'ihite Hot"
eYen wants to give us wisdom in the matter. \Ve might gi\·c him
some sense. He next will want to take our Burt's place. Out of
the ~42 Tip Tops I have read, I can say, with truth. that I have
received foll value many times over in return for time spent in
reading and their low price. A suggestion. \Vhy not double size
and price? As a friend of the "Merri es," we stand by them and
their friends. They pick their friends and sweethearts in their
way, not to suit others; and, to bt.! loyal, we must stand hy their
choice. This is from a reader who ha~ read every number, and

will read them as lu ng as they are published in the interest of the
·'Mcrries," and their friends. New cha racters come a nd go, but
the Tip Top must go on forever. 011r onl y wish is a long life
to Burt L. and the Tip Top, Street & Smith, and all thei r
friends. Yours true blue,
G. E. B.
Syracuse, N. Y.
You evidently are a bel iever in Tip Top's being able to take
care of all the characters that it creates to t he complete satisfaction of all its readers. You arc clecideclly enthusiastic in yo ur
praise, too, and it is fine to see it.
~ot seeing any Applause from Newburyport lately, I thought
1 would ' '-rite and let you know my opinion . J have read every
number from No. I, and thi nk it is the best story on earth for
boys. We have started a club lately and have named it Tip Top.
\V c have a football te;un and we have trimmed everything we
have been up against. I am captain of the team and am not
afraid to go up against any team. \Ve ha ,·e some great player s on
our team. \Ve have one player who is a second Dick Merriwell
;u1d he pl<tys left halt-back, and it is very seldom a man gets by
him. After each game we go back to the clubrooms apd read
the Tip Top over to get . some pointers. \Ve go down to the club
every night and talk m·er the last Tip Top. and we ha:ve some hot
discussions over it. The boys of ou r club th ink Doris is the girl
for Dick, as Felecia gets mad too quick. I wish Dick would givf:
Hal a good licking. then he would know enough to keep out of
the way. I am president of our cluu, and they call me Dick. while
Ike is ,·ice-t>resi<lent, and they call him Brad Buckhart. Hoping
to see this in the Applause column.
TIP Tor WINNERS.
John Casey, president; Ike O'Hara, \'ice-president; Mike
Sweney, secretary; Fred Row., treasurer; Frank Murphy,, janitor.
Newburyport, N. J.
Good luck to you in all you <lo. ~fay T,ip Top always keep you
true blue.

I am' a constant reader of Tip Top, the king of all weeklies,
and I thought I would express some of my opinions. I enjoy
the "Applause Columns," which I read as regularly as the weekly
itself. Some fellows arc trying to run Bart Hodge down. They
are soreheads, who don't know a good fellow when they hear of
one. Dick is fine, but I don't think he is quite up t o Frank's
standard yet. but if he keeps on he will be. June Arlington is the
girl for Dick. I am satisfied on that point. I hope to read of
Frank Mcrriwcirs wedding pretty ~oon . J have been looking for
it for some time. I hope Dick and Chester Arlington become
friends, as the latter has many good qualities in him, if he would
only show them up. ·what he needs is a good, honest friend lik<.>
Dick to help him over his follies. Three cheers for Brad, Ted
Smart, and all the rest. Burt L. included. I remain a loyal Tip
Top reader and an admirer of June Arlington. I. J. GREENLEE.
Pittsburg, Pa.
As one of our constant readers, we are glad to hea r from you,
and what you think of D ick and his frien ds. They are fine
young characters, and seem to be the beloved of all.
It has been several months since I have written to your Applause Column, so I shall take advantage of this opportunity and
write to-day. 1 shall begin by stating I am one of the few of
Chester Arlington's admirers. I do not think Arlington has been
treated with respect by the members of the' football association.
Because Arlington's father is wealthy Chester was looked upon
by nearly every one from his first appearance at Fardale a~ a
rascal. I know that Arlington is somewhat of a braggart, but
could not Dick haw broken him of this small habit and made him
one. of his stanchest friends? If Arling_ton were on the football
team of Fardale it would be improved nearly one h undred per
cent., for he is capable of playing any positiori on the kam, as he
is strong, heavy and quick. In a week's practice he would mak~
a better half-back than Darrell, for he has been playing football
nearly all his lifl'. Any one that has read Tip Top an d studied
the characters as carefully as I have would at once see Arlington
has not been treated well. Hoping that Dick will giYe him more
of an opportunity to show his good qualities, I remain,
A CONSTAN'f R.E.\DER.
I see you arc a liberal judge and belieYc in giving every one
his due. Of conrse Chester has hi s good points, and maybe ha~
been uni ustly denounced. Time will tell though how the wind
blows, and if he proves himself worthy of praise you may be
sure Dick and his friends will be th~ first- to give it.

I

YALE'S .CHAMPIONSHIP AND TH[ FOOTBALL SEj\SON.
All TrP TOP readers are familiar by this time with ihe 'term
"BIG FOUR.., They all know that when the smoke of battle
clears away after the fierce gridiron fights of each year and the
time comes to award the laurels of the season all the colleges are
putting forth their claims to the right of being called ONE of
THE BIG FOUR.
Early in the season, Trr Toi'. through Professor Fourmen, predicted a year of sweeping victories ior OIL! Eli's Team. You remember what \\'e said :
"Ya le is a sure winner this year.''
That prediction was made nearly three months ago, and we
now are glad to frel that T1r Tor>'s football instinct. science and
training can be relied upon when it comes to sizing nti the merits
of the big teams. \Vas Yale a \\'inner? Very much so, and yet
thereby hangs a tale.
You nay say that Yale did not ha1·e such a wonderful team.
and your argument may be that the grand old Blue had some
mighty close calls. as, for instance. "·ith \ Vest Po>nt, where a tie
game was the best Yale could pull out. \Veil, that is all very
true. But just stop and think it O\'er a minute. It make,; a very
interesting story from first to last. Out of the ashes of las t
year's defeat Yale came for\\'ard in the early part of the season
with a mt;re skeleton of a team. There ll'ere Captain Chadll'ick.
Center Holt. Guard Goss. End Rafferty and Tackle Hogan, good
men, every one of them. but not enough to make a winning team.
The problem that presented itself to the coaches 11·as " ·here they
could find the rest of the needed material. It was necessary to
find a tackle, a guard. an end, a quarter. a half-back and a full back. Now. that problem has giYen many a head coacher an
attack of "cold feet," and with good reason. This year Hea<lcoach Swan. after looking over the situation and considering the
possible mater ial in college from last year. must ha,·e heawd a
deep sigh when he came to 't he startling conclusion that there
was really only one man he wanted in the \\'hole college. Of
course, you all know who that one man \\'as. You remember the
inti:rcollegiate rules made ·hi111 ineligible last year. You knoll'
him now as that mountain of strength, speed and quickness who
wears the brittle name of Glass and at the same time a wreath of
glory such as few football players have earned. So Glass was
chosen to be a pilla r of strengt h beside the mighty center. Holt,
and the entire center was thus made up of young giants, namtly,
Goss, Ho lt and Glass.
But even so, the problem was by no mea ns ,;olved. There "·ere
still fi ve pos itions to be fi lled, and agai n the coac he> shook their
heads and looked grave. lt was at this juncture that a little fellow by th e name of Metcalf came lo the front. He had already
h1ade his reputation on the "varsity baseball team co1·ering second cushion. He was quick as lightning. shifty on his feet, and
had a <lodge up his sleeve that seemed to puzzle the craftiest tacklers on the field. So it came about that :\letcalf was put '.n at
quarte r-back. If anything, he was too speedy for the position.
and his fast passing of the ball rolled up a big tally oi fumbles
against the back field. This worried the coaches. '"We need that
boy's speed," they said, "but we can't use it to advantage at quarter." Now, while they were pondering onr this position the ·

coaches had their weather eyes open fo r "pos ·ibilities." Four
places yet to fill on this team destined to be a winner! Where
were the men coming from? The seniors didn't seem to o~n any
promi3ing material. No, the seniors couldn't give any help! How
about the juniors and sophomores? Noth ing there to bring aid
to this u·ying situation. No, juniors can't help; sophomores can't
help! Ho\\' about the freshmen? What, the kids! Four good
m ~ n-\·arsity men-to be folincl among the freshil"s? Oh . psha",· !
never heard of such a thing! It is to laugh! Why, it's a ra re
thing for ' a single freshman to make the 'varsity. And now you '
talk about taking four men out from among the babies! Why, my
friend, you are crazy. It is r icjiculous ! Oh, but not so fast, my
good :\lr. ,Coach, not so fast! Look, for a moment, at that little
follow making a stab for quarter-back. Yon \\'ant to believe that
he ' ~ got the head of a general, and he handles the ball like a
1yagician. Now just gi1·e your atten t ion to that new end. a freshman, too. by name, Shevlin. See him go down under those
points like a whirlwind. Sec him tliro,J the catcher back for
a loss. V\lhy, my good Mr. Head Coach Swan, if he isn't the
hcal'iesl and fastest end of the season, I'm much mistaken! And
the young giant who made that long punt! He's also a freshman
hy name. Bowman, and just the man for full-back. Another
point, l\l r. Coach . Do you notice that young six foot three giant
you arc trying at tackle? \ Vhy. he is playing ducks and drake~
"·ith the scrub line! :\[aybc he isn't a red-hot member for the
line. That's Kinney, and he's a freshman, too. \Vhat <lo yon
think now? This is >omething wonderful! Fonr freshies. fom
babies, working like beavers and gaining the lustre of your stars
by their splendid playing-four mere kids, playing for dear lifr
on this wond~\'ful team of yours, \\'hich is snre to come off
victor! It's something unheard of!
Yet , these were the facts. Yale had cli,;coycred four freshmen,
had put her faith in them. and now it• remained to whip this
greenhorn team into ,;hapc. They had lots to learn · about ;\{ale's
method and style. even though they had the true Yale spirit and
grit in their hearts. The coaches realized this. and set to work
in earnest. This team must he taught to. play as one man . for
that is Yale's way. Don't think for a moment that everything
went smoothly from that time, for it did not. The freshies were
doing their best. but their play was often ragged and ill-timed.
They had not yet learned the full meaning of Yale's method. For
all that, the team kept hammering away, rolling up big 'cores
· against the minor colleges.
The n came the \:'Vest Poi nt game. \\'hiclt served up a big-surprise. You remember the score \\'as a tit'.:__~ix to ~ix. What
was the mailer \\'ith this giant team? Couldn't they play the
game? Had they been Ol'crestimated' Yes and no. That \\'as
the answer the coaches made. .They couldn't play the game for
all that was iu them yet. They lacked !he knowledge of how
to get the be,;t out of then'}feh·es. 'They slammed the Soldiers
do\\'n the field before them. but when it came to the final test,
the critical moment. whrn the ball hung on the line waiting
to be pushed oYer , the " ·a r riors in blue becamt!' too ·anxi'o us, forgetting their Yale teachings and letting the plucky little soldiers
hold them for de"~ .is. And so it was throughout the game.
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Yale was able to advanCT: the ba ll at will, i.;.ntil they reached the
critical point, and here they failed. .Thi s was th e weak li nk in
their chain of strength, and this link it was that the coaches
set to work to reforge after the West P oint di sappointment.
They were not discouraged, simply di sappointed, becau se they
knew their team could do better, so they set them to work to
learn th e necessa ry trick of '"sticking to it . ., How well they did
thi s, the Princeton game showed. You a ll know what Yale had
to fear in Princeton, for the Tigers had a 1rnnd erful drop-ki cker
in De Witt, who rould put the ball over about nin e Limes out of
ten. That was a hard proposition, because it would be absoit1tely
necessary to ke ep Princeton out of striking di sta nce. So when
Yale started in to buck Princeton, the boys in blue g round their
teeth and kept pushing the Tigers back and back before th em.
They had learned the little trick, and when th e game was 01·er
the score did not show how hard a battle they had 11·aged, only
allowing Pi;inceton to g,e t with.in striking di sta nce once, thus
making one goal from the field by D e \\'itt as a final score of
twelve to fiv e.
In the following week Yal e entered the Han·ard game decidedly at her best point of the season. Thu s timed to th e honr,
her plays showed the greatest precision of the season, and before
the end of tlie contest her team had scored tw enty-three points
to Han·ard's nothing, having completed th e season without a
defeat.
PRINCETON started off with rather poor prospects wh en
looking back on the preceding season, but with a lot of nry
promis ing material.
In De Witt Princeton had a kicker who was greatly to he
feared. How greatly, you can im agine wh en remembe ring that
against Princeton·s two strongest opponents,· Cornell and Yale,.
De Witt did all tht:! scoring, maki ng three goals from drop-kicks,
two of them nearly half the length of the field: But in the Yale
contest the pow er of the attack of the men in bl uc was too great
even for this excellent kicking of De Witt to equal ize. Princeton's attack was not strong enough to pi erce the Yale defence.
For that rea son Yal e fin a lly won by a sco re of twelve to fi'·e,
Chadwick making two touchdowns by brilliant runs from near
mid-field. On another occasion Yale car ried the bali two-thirds
the length of the field, but Princeton heroically held her just outside her goal line.
HARVAHD started the season afte r having, in 19or, a most
successful year, in which her team had su ff ere d no defeat, and
had beaten her principal rival, Yale, tw enty-two to nothing. Of
veterans she had Captain Kern an, Bowditch, Barnard, ?.Iarshall,
Stillman, and, best of a,1, in Graydon, the most powe rful fu llback in the rank s of first-cl ass tea ms.
At the time of sending the team to New Haven fo~ the Yale
game, the men were all in very good condition, thanks to the
able work of the coaches. Several of them exp ressed themselves
as decidedly confident as to the resu lt. The two team s met, and
Yale won by the large score of twenty-three to nothing. Such
a score, to one not witness ing the game, would indicate that the
contest was one-sided. It was one-sided only, however, as far as
the sco re stood, for there was no time when, as is usually the
case in such an overwhelming victory, the d efeated team became
powerless. Harvard's attack almost through the game was dangerous. At one period she carried the ball half the length of th e
field, and only at the seven-ya rd line was Yale able to hold her.
There were other times, too, when her attack gained ground quite
consistently, but it was not sufficiently vari ed, and Ya le became
more and more accustomed to it, until, toward the end, its effectiveness was considerably shaded- But it was a good team that
Han·ard sent down. It struck hard and bitterly contested every

foot of ground. There were three points at which Yale
sho1\·ed a sl ight sttperiority, but that slight superiority was multiplied by constant repetition nn til it resu lted in the large score
name.d above. Those three points were, a little greater variety
of <\ttack, a little greater speed in use of that attack, and a theory
of defense whkh seem ed to more broadly cover possible openings.
1 WEST POINT had one
o f the most able teams the Army has
produced si nce she ha s been playing football. She began the
season rather slowly. Tufts1helcl her to fi1·e points and Dickinson
to elc1·en. Then Harrnrcl defeated her fourteen to six, but she
began to come after that point, defeati ng Williams twenty-eight
to nothing, pl ay ing Yale a tic game, and simply overwhelming
Syracuse .;6 to o. Then came the main contest of the year,
the match with her old riva l. Annapolis. In this game West
Point proved mistress o f th e si tu ation, and, although not as safe
on defense as at other times in the season, all owing the Navv to
score eight po ints an d nearly tie her at th e end of the first half
her attack was so far and away the stronger as to put the issu~
eas ily out of doubt, and in the end she ran up no less than twentytwo points.
Here, then, is the BIG FOUR OF 1902:
Yale, Champion.
Princeton, Second.
Harvard, Third.
West Point, Fourth.
Before closing this arl icl e, I must call your attention to another
strong point among Yale"s many st rong points thi s year. You
r emember that T tol d you how it was that Yale invented the
famous "Tackle-Back Formation" three years ago, and how last
year Harrnrd perfected thi s powerful play and used Yale's own
weapon against the Blue last season in such a way as to bring
the Elis down to defeat. Perhaps your team has used this formation . At any rat e, you mu st neve r forget that it is to Yale that
Ame rican Football owes mo st o f it s brilliant and powerful
fo rmati on. Nearly every year Yale brings out some new forma ti on. l\'Ir. \;\/alter Camp, the famous Yal e authority, invented the
Tackle-Back pl2y, but this year the one who invented Yale's
winnin g play is a man whose name is d ear to every Yale man.
l mean M r. J.like J.forohy, the g reatest of athletic trainers. This
new pl ay was a modiftcati on of the Tackle-Back pl ay. It was
as clever as it was eff<'ct iv<'. for by means of it Chadwick mad e
two runs of sixty yards each for touchdow11 s in the big games,
in addition to rnanv shorter rnn s. whil e little Metcalf was sent
th rough this fo rmation for his wonderful run of seventy-five
yards for a touchdown in the Harvard game. This is the way
ii is done:
.
The Tackle-Back Formation is made behind the line, the signal
given, and th e formation is hurled into the opposing line. But
just here comes the difference. In stead of sending the runner
behi nd this formation, th e quarter-back simply stands and holds
the ball for a delayed pass, until the opposite line has swung
both win gs into a formation to meet the Tackle-Back play. This
leaves one side of the opposing line entirely unguarded. Then, .
quick as a flas h. the quarter 1~asses the ball to a waiting half,
who darts th rough an opening which the opposing team has
made for him by a llow ing thcmseh·es to be fooled on the fake
Tackle-Back play. This seems easy on paper, but it required
weeks of training to time ihe play exactly, for it is sure to . fail
if it is one second too fast or oo slow.
Some weeks ago I ha d th e pleasur e of attending a banquet
given to th~ victorious Yale team and its coaches. Among the
toasts was one entitled "Yale's Trainer,., and the gentleman ·who
responded to it concluded hi s remarks thu s :
'"Here is to th e good health and best luck of the man who has
a heart of gold with Yale written a ll over it, Mr. Michael
"'.\1urphy. ou r trainer .., That toast brought down the house, and
J can do no better than to second those remarks and advise my
young athletes to folldw the examples of those fearless, determin ed athletes who, like th eir trainer, Mike Murphy, have
hearts of go l.cl with Yale writt en all over the111, and that is the
sec ret o f their sucsess.
·
N OW THEN, THE LONG Cl:fEER FOR YALE'S BABY
TEA~I THAT DID THE TRICK.
Remember th is, for you yourself may some day ~ a Yale
freshman.
NoncE : -\;y'inncrs of Footb<.ll T ournament Announced next
week.

E~TION~_A_fll_C)_

Prof. Fourmen: I am a young lady 17 years of age, wrighing
IIS pounds, and am S feet 3 inches tall. J\'ow, professor, I pllt
the 10-pound shot, with a three-foot nm. 22 fret 6 inches. Is
this a good throw for a little girl? 2. Is thrre a rt~corcl for a
girl's ro-pound--shot put, if so what is it? 3. Is 43 feet q iwhes.
with four-foot run, putting 10-pouud shot good for a young man?
SHOT PuTTf.R.

I.
2.

3.

Yes, splendid work.
There is no rernrd established as yet
Almost too good.

Prof. Fourmen: I am a constant reader of Tip Top ancl never
have written a letter, so I thought I would write one and get you
to tell if my measurements arc good, and as I haw no daily exercises I would like you to tell me some. The following ar~ my
measurements: Age, 14; height. 5 feet 3 inches; weight, 90
pounds, stripped; neck, 12 inches; left and rigl1t for earms to middle finger, l4Y, inches; thighs, 16 inches; chest, uninf1a1c<l. 24
XXX.
inches; normal, 25 inches; inflated. 26 inches.
For exercises follow my ''General Ad,·ice to Young Athlet es,"
to be found in Tip Top No. 265. Your measurem~nts arc fair.
Prof. Fourmen: I am very small for my age and want to
know what should be the measurements for a boy 1; years and 4
months old. I wish to know so that I m ay try to come up to
them. Is there an)• special exercise that will nnkc me taller'
Thanking you in advance for an early reply, through the columns
G. B. A.
of the Tip Top, I remain, very truly yours,
There is no standard measurement for any age, but get all
the exercise and gynasium work that you can·-·-plenty of outdoor
1
life, and do all that you can to keep in good condition and become strong and well de,·eloped.
Prof. Fourmcn: I wrote to you some time ago, but not h;n·ing
seen my letter in l:he Tip Top. I think you did not receive it. I
am 16 years old and 5 ieet 11 Inches in height and weigh 164
pounds. I am tall and by growing quickly I ha,·e become very
round-shouldered. My muscies arc not very safe. Every time
I do anything that has a little exercise in it or strain myself a
little I strain a muscle. Please tell me lww to cure these difficuities. I am in school from nine A. ;\[. till 12 :JO, and from I :30
to 4 'o'clock, and on three evenings out of the week I study shorthand, and therefore I do not have much time to exercise. I have
punching bag and dumbbells. ·would it hurt me to enter into a
hard game of football after not ha,·ing played for se,·eral s~a
sons? Thanking you in advance, I remain. an ardent admirer of
that great paper, the Tip Top. Hurrah for Tip Top, author , pubJ. E. L.
lishers. Prof. Fourmen. and all the read ers.
I would advise you to go into training. You are sadly in need
of exercise :rnd plenty of it. Follow my "General Advice to
Young Athletes." to be found in Tip Top No. 26.:;. Use chest
weights for curing round shoulders. the dumbhrlls ;dso ~re irood.
Exercise for half an hour . morning and n'.ght, followed by a
cold sponge bath in the morning. I think football would be good
for you. t
Prof. Fourme11: I think that you arc doing a \\'Or!ci of gflod
for the readers of the Tip Top Wed:ly. You arc maki11g the

weak-kneed, hump-backed and flat-chested chaps' into young
Samsons. VI/hat good will learning do a man if he is a weakling?
I am 15 years old. 5 feet 4 inches in height and weigh I IO~~
pounds. I go to bed at half-past seven and rise at three-thirty, to
delh·cr papers. I punch the bag about half an hour cvef)1 · morning and nsc the ·whitely e.xerciser. I am very fond oi h~xing
and I own a set of gloves and a book of instructions on the art.
I do not smoh, chew or drink tea ur .:offec. I g<:t the Tip Top
f"very l'•cek. Another hoy. also a T. T. reader, and I wish to
E. B. D. D.
become athletes. Gooti-ni!!ht.
You arc a li ttle underw~ight, but h~ve the right ideas of leading a regular lifr. Keep it up, an<! by exercising t>Vcry e\·ening
for a h;ilf honr before retiring, if yon cannot do it in the morning as well. and getting plenty of outdoor <'xercis~ you will ~;et
your musdes in good sh~pe. fn abstaining from tea, coffee and
'"'oking you show a great deal of wi,;dum. Your use of the
\Vhit ely exerciser and the I.Jag is all right.
Prof. Fourmen: I am 16 1/o year;; old: weight, 135 pounds;
height, ;; feet 8 inches; neck. 14)q inches: shonld ers, 17)4 iwlws;
chest, nornnl. 34 inches: ches1. expanded. 37 inches: reach. 68~~
inches; biceps. 12~1; inches: forearm, 10 1/<; inches: wrist, 7 inches;
\\'ai st, 30 inches: hips. 33 1/ ; inches; thigh, 19}:1 incht's: calve~.
13~ inclws; ankle.' 9'/~ inches. A re these nwasuremt'nts gori<l
ancl in proportion? ' \Vhen f nm a sqnarC" at my fastest I l!'t't '!.
p;iin in my riC!"ht side anrl ln\'(~ to stop. \\'hat is the c;iuse of thi~
H. C. M.
and how can I cure it. \"onrs truly,
Yom measurements are very good. No douht yon h1.Ye 11n:
t;1ken enough exercise. and h;\\'e run hut little. whereas. hy c:-c1ntinucd running. a little at first. gradually increasing time and
speed. you mir'h1 overcome the pain. bt1t T would ad\·ise ynu to
consult :< physician, as it may be caused by indigestion or some
other aiiment.
Prof. Fourmen: I h-,ive heard m1ny comments upon the whject of wearing overcoats, and would l'ke to have your opinion on
the nntter. Some-people s~y that they are too heavy on your
shoulders and that you are likely to catch cold if you venture out
without one after havin5 been used to wearing it. Some say th'lt
vou should wrar heavier underwear inste2d of an overcoat. an<!
~ither;; insist tlnt they should be worn. Hoping th'lt l am not
L. R. Nm.so:".
:isking too much, I remain. yours truly,
Every one 111,llSt be his own judge in regard to the amount of
ciothing he needs to keep warm, but an overeoat is a necessity in
cold weather and after once wearing it you should not discard
it <luring the winter. As regards underwear. some p.:et along very
well with light, while others need much hea,·ier weight.
Prof. Four.men: I am a regular reader oi Tip Top \Veekly
anrl have been for qui'.e a wh'le. I would like to ask you a f<"w
questions. V/hat do you think of my measurements and records?
l\Jy ;;tge is 16 years and 2 m onths; hf'ight, S feet ID .inr·hes : . rhest.
norm~!. 31 inches: expanded, 35 inches; neck. 15 iwhes; bircps.
11 inches; forearm. norm1l. 11 ~/, inches; exoanded. 13 inch<"s:
c;ilves, q inches; above knee. 20 inches; waist. 2Q inehes. '.\1y
right arm is \\".eaker tlnn left. T c:ir· ;•1nrl ?nc! h,·oo<I ju,,10 R f,.,.,;
can run and broad j nmp r6 fret 4 inches: can do the 50 yards in
6 seco:1ds, the roo yards in 110 seconds, the 220 yards in 26

,
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seconds, o.nd can run 880 yards in 2V2 minutes; I can high jump,
runni1ig, 5 feet 2 inches; can hop , step and jump 38 feet; can
hurdle I20 yards, IO hurdles, in I8 seconds, hurdl es being 30
• inches. What can I do this winter to keep in training for a CO!ltest in the spr_ing:? Is skating a very ~ood exercise? What. is
good for a pa111 111 the side when runmng a ·chstance? Hoping
10 see this in print, I remain, an admirer of 'fip Top.
.'\:-; AMATEUR ATHLETE.
Your records are very good, and by all means keep in training.
Exercise morning and evening and rea d my a rticle on "Indoor
Training;' to be found in Tip Top No. 26i. Get plenty of outdoor
exercise as well. Yes, skating is good exercise. Ii the pa in in
the side is severe I would adYi e you to consu'Jt a physician, but
if noticed after much exercise it may he that you o\·erdo. Begin
running gradually, then increase speed.
Prof. .Founnen: I have read quite a number of Tip Top
\Vceklies and I would like to ask your advice on a few things. I
am I2 year:; old, 4 feet 9 inches in height and weigh I IO pounds.
E. OLIVER.
How can l reduce my weight? Sinc~rely you r s.
Bv constant exercise and training, and by aHJicling starchy and
fatcy foods as well as sweets. You should reduce you weight.
1'~ke plenty of outdoor exercise such as walking. etc.
Prof. Fourmen: With your kind permission I take the liiJerty
to ask you a few (luestions concerning a subject which. to mr, is
of vital importance. namely, my light weight. Next fall I am
going to Philips Andover, and in the following year to Yale.
While at Andover I would like a littl e athletic glory and am
willing to work for it. At present I am much too light to play
on a team like the one at Andover, and in addition to this I ha\·e
had no experience in football. I am now 22 years old. and after
four years of continuous work have succeeded in obtaining a
weight, stripped, of only I25 pounds. I am 5 feet 8~4 inches tall,
and have Yery small hands, feet and wris{s and a generally slight
frame, nev erthel ess I have a very fair muscular dev 1elopmcnt and
surpri sing strength considering my size, due to constant exercise. Now the questions tl1at I would be H~ry much pleased to
ha,·e you answer, as soon as poss ible, you sec I have but nine
months to accomplish my work in before next fall, are as follows: I. Is it possible for a man 5 feet 8 inches tall, of very
~light, bony structure, to gain a respectable weight and a stocky
build'? 2. You have written excellent exercises on diet in other
issues for general use, but can you give me brief special directions in regard to a diet and general work for obtaining a weight
of I60 pounds, or that whereabouts, by the first of September next?
J. I have had some success in high jumping. Can you give me
some general inform ation in regard to exerc ises tending to make
the legs springy, firm; and on practice, training, etc .. which would
Trus ting that you will
incr~ase m' ability in that direction?
answer the . e questions a s soon as possib le, I remain, yours for
YALE PREP.
Yale and athletic glory,
1.
2.

Yes.

I do not think you will be -apt to reach r6o pounds, but you
can increase your weight by the right exercise. In regard to
dieting, regularity of meals. cut down sweets and pastries, and
have a good general mixed diet, is the advice I would give you.
3. Jumping, and keeping at it; and skipping the rope, are all
·
good exercises.
Prof. Fourmen: I wish to ask a few questions concerning foothall. 1. In the tackles, back formation, do they ever run around
the end after calling the tackles back from the line? 2. Is it a
good play after having bucked the line a time or two -\,·ith tackle s
back to make a fakP. line buck as before, and send a b<!ck a-roand
the end with the ball? 3. On what team did Camp play? 4. ls
it good to take a cold bath a-f ter football practice? Yours •reA FoOTBHL Pr.A YER.
·
spectfully,
r. Yes.
Fine. That is a very strategical play.
2.
··
3. Yale's tean\.
4. Yes, provided it is a brisk r.ubdown ..
Prof. Fourmen: I belong to -one of the finest gy:nn:tsiums in
the city of Phtladelphia·, having· a:ll the differen1 ·requirements.,..wrist machin e, ch est weig'hts, rowing machine, parallel bars.
hor~es, traveling rings, ladders, ropes; and everything necessary.
Can you tell me what would be good to develoti the inner part o1
lower ~l!g, as 1 am q'..iitc curved lhere, and, if ~ denlop that mus-

,
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cle, it will surely fill it 1,1p to some extent. Also, could y,0u give
me a regular round. telling me what mach ine fo use, and how
Jong each (I go every othe r night). My weaknesses are grip,
and my muscles seem to be stiff. Hoping you will favor me, I
CARL BERTRAND DALE.
am,
Riding a bicycle, running and skipping the rope are all excellent e>:t·rciscs to develop lower part of leg. Use the grip machine
or spring grip dumbbells, and for stiffness of the muscles rub
down with witch hazel after exercising. For the gymnasium, I
wollld ach·ise your use of chest weights, rowing machine, etc.
Prof. F ourmen : I am f2 years old; weight, g8 pounds; height,
5 feet l inch; chest, 29 inches ; left arm. 8 inches; right arm, 8~
inches. This is whrn my arms are hanging loosely at my side,
not drawn lip. Am I all right? \,Yhat can I do to develop my
biceps? If l am not normal , what course of treatment would
you advise? Please answer in Tip Top Weekly. Yours respectL. GUARD.
fully,
To improve arm muscles use dumbbells, chest 1 weights and
Indian clubs. and try punching the bag.
Prof. F onrmen: I 1akc the liaerty of asking you a few question s. I have read Tip Top books for the past two years. I am
J9 years oi age. s feet 9Y, inches in height and weigh I:25 pounds.
I would like to become well built and gain about 20 to 25
I.
pounds. What would you advise me to do? 2. And I would also
like to get big calves, as mine are only I3 inches; also broad
shoulders. 3. Do you th'nk smoking is bad for a young fellow
who is trying to gain weight, as it is pretty hard for me to stop
altogether? 4. Is skating good for the calves? Hoping I am not
asking too much of you, I remain, yours truly,
RALPH EDWARDS.
.
T. I would advise you to go into training. Follow my " General
Advice to Young Aethletes."
2. Try running. walking, riding a bicycle and skipping the
rope for development of the calves. For the shoulders use dumbbells, chest weights , Indian clubs and punching bag.
3. Yes, smoking is a pernicious habit which will do you much
ha rm. Stop it. and at once. You can never become an athlete
whil e you persist in the habit.
4. Ycs, excellent.
Prof. Fourmen: I wou ld be greatly benefited by an answer to
the following .questions: r. Is there any method of gaining
flesh on th e face? 2 . For developing muscle around the shoulders
and the collar-bones? 3. How long and when should a boy my
age. 15 years, exercise? Such as pulling exercises and punching
M. A. C.
the bag?
1. Get in good condition and the hollows in the face will fill
out. Massaging is good.
2. Use Indian clubs and chest weights and use breathing exercises for the neck; also the head e:x:erci se.
3. About twenty minu_tes, morning and evening.
Prof. Fourmen: Being a constant reader of Tip Top I would
1-ike to ask you a few questi on s. I· am 16 years old, weigh IIO
pounds, and am 5 fe.-t 3V, inches tall; forearm, IO inches; upper

arm. r I 7~ inches ; chest, contracted, 28 inches; expanded, 3r~
inch es; n orma l, 30 _inches; wrist, 7 inches. l play both football
and baseball a11d walk a good deal. 1. How can I enlarge . my
chest? 2. How arc my measurements? 3. Is it better to exercise before breakfast than in the evening? Yours since rely, .
S. ff MARTIN.
l'se dumbbells,. chest weights and Indian d1,1bs; ·alsq try
1.
tireathing exercises.
2. ·y om chest is narrow and you are underweight.
3. Yes, -but take twenty minutes of exercise before r-etiring .if
·-·
not fatigued, and r~fire ear!'y.'
Prof. Fourmen: .I .a111 19. years. old; weight, I43 · pounds;
height, 5 feet 8 inches; shoulders; I6.6; neck, 14.5; chest, expanded, ·35.3; natural; 3J1..6; · wai~t. 29.7; hips, 36.5.· These meas11rcments wet~ taken a~ .'\). of. M. gym. I would like to know
whether I could gain about 30 pounds within the ne.-ct year so·
thar I could try ·for ·the -'varsity football team. ·Vie' -hav.e a fine
J. G. L.
gymnasium for traininll: · purposes,
Go into training, follow a systematic course of exercises and
in a year I am sure you will be in good condition for the football
tea in.
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BASl(ET BALL

ICE HOCKEY

Can Yo'l Put Up a Winning Team This Year?
There Are Good Reasons why You Should Try.
By winning the ilp Top Championship your name
becomes famous throughout the country.
c
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What Are These Reasons?

By winning the Tip Top Championship you win
one of the Tip Top Championship Pennants.

THE>~
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-
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TIP TOP ICE HOCKEY

Champions cf 190~
-

Champions of 1903

Do you see those dotted lines on the peQnants? Is the name of your team to fill one of
those honored places this year?

IT'S UP TO YOUI

BREKA CO-AX, CO-AX, YALE!

Remem,ber our old battle cry:
TliAT'S THE SPIRIT THAT WINS!

REMEMBER THAT TIP TOP A\iVARDS IN ADDITION TO PENNANTS
TO

TO

THE CHAMPIONSHIP BASKET IULL TEAM

THE ..,CHAMPIONSHIP ICE HOCKEY TEAM
I

1 Basket Ball
5 Pairs Running Trunll.s
5 Pairs Running, Shoes
5 Armless J iersey<S
5 Pairs Stockings

7
7
i
7
'1

Pairs of ice Hockey Sliatcs
Pairs of Ice Hockey Shoes
Sweaters
I
Ice Hockey Caps
Ice Hocliey Stick!il

DON'T MISS A WU\UVHNC TH ROY./. DON'T LET THE BCE SLIP FROM UNDER YOU.
FIRST- Cut ou t a.nd fi ll in one of t he fo l\o\vin g cou pons a ccordi n g r.s y our tea m is a n k~ H ockey nr Basket Ra ll T eam.
SECOND-Write o ut on paper a list of the playe r s o f you r t ea m and t hose of you r op ponent's. W rite on one side o f pa per on ly.
THIRD-P in t he co upon t o y o u r writt en rep or t.
FO URTH- G ive a cle"r, con cise acco u nt of the g a me, a n d sen d t o S T REET & S :-HTH, 238 William S t r eet, Ne w Yo r k City.
TIP TOP WEEKLY will publish a ll t he scores. Therefo~ e k eep your tea m constan tly before t he athietic world by sen d ing in 4U YOUR SCORES.

~~:~~?:~::~:;:~~:_:7~
_:.:_:_·_: : : : : I\ ~;;~;~~~~~~-~~~:~:~:~~ ~State ....... . ... . ......•.............. .. ........ • .

Wiuner ................ . ............ ~··
· ·········

Vr'ianer .. . ....................•

····· · · ·2
· ·······.
2J

Final Score.. . . . . ............... ... .. .. .......... .

Final Score ............................... . .. . .. .

Date ......... . ................ . . . ...... .. .... . ... . .
Manager ......................•. ................

Date . . ..... . ....... . ..... . ......•..... . ......... .
Manager ............. .. . . . . ... . ...... .. ......... .

'
I

19 0 2=======~
CH.AMPION S
•

<U Farmer, f. b. <sub,) Bowman, f, b.
Shevlin, r. e.
(2 ) Metcalf, 1. h. b.
Rafferty, r. e.
Glass, 1. g.
Goss, r. g.
Capt. Chadwick.
(3)
He.re, 1. e. (sub.> Ve.nder Poel, f, b. (sub.)

Kinney, 1. t.
Holt, c.
Wilhelmi, 1. et. (sub,)

Yale's Regular Team of 1902,. and Substitutes

Hogan, r. t.

Rockwell, q.
Hamlin, r. g. <sub.l

KEY. - Players are arranged in three lines
ti, z and J ). Name of each player will be
found under his picture in the proper line.

~~~~~S!'!~~"~~~~~~~~~~~;Si,~

Come a=Flying !

Come a=Sliding !

Come Along!

Get your Basketball team into Tip T~p' s
Second Annual Basketball Contest.
TO THE AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL TEAM OF AMERICA, TIP TOP WILL
AWARD A · COMPl.ETE BASKETBALL OUTFIT,
.JI.
JI.
JI.
JI.
JI.
CONSISTING OF JI.

One Basketball.
Five Pairs of Running Trunks.
· Five Pairs of Armless Jerseys.
Five Pairs of Basketball Shoes.
Five Pairs of Stockings~
IN ADDITION TO A TIP TOP CHAMPIONSHIP
JI.
JI.
JI.
JI.
JI.
JI.
PENNANT .1'-

Get Your Ice Hockey Team into Tip
Top's Second Annual Ice Hoc~ey Contest
TO THE AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP ICE
HOCKEY TEAM OF AMERICA, TIP TOP WILL
AWARD A COMPLETE OUTFIT, CONSISTING OF

Seven Pairs of Ice .H ockey Skates.
Seven Pairs of Ice Hockey Shoes.
Seven Sweaters.
Seven Ice Hockey Caps.
IN ADDITION TO A TIP TOP CHAMPIONSHIP

PENNANT

JI.

.Jl..Jl..Jl..Jl..Jl.. JI.

.

DON'T FAIL TO ENTER YOUR
TEAM AND STAY TO THE FINISH

